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If you do not net it from yourself,
there will you go for it 7
Zenrln Kushu

If you work on your mind with your mind,
How con you evold an lmensc confunion?
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FarFACE

This paper represents tv/o years of very close
collaboration with Alan V'attc.

It owes an Inestimable debt

to him for the basic premise as well as Its development**"
for ideas and insights garnered in conference, in lecture,
in seminar, and in his published works on Zen,

Much of

the language is, indeed, his,
I also extend ny gratitude and deeply-felt appreci
ation to Gi-Hinr Ghien, without whose very kind and
patient exposition of the material on Taoism and the
intricacies of the Chinese language to a not always unpuzzled student, this paper would not be.
The concept of client-centered therapy is, of course,
that of Carl Rogers, with whom I was privileged to work
during the year (1953) that he was visiting professor at the
University of California.
Finally, ny enduring and warm thanks to Professor
Ernest Wood, who caw no through the consolidation of the
various materials and collaborated in the final stages of
the nanusfiript.

CHAPTER I
xmrjucrioK
This paper does not purport to be an examination of
Zen or Taoism, but rather a view of certain aspects of Zen
and Taoicm from the vantage point of contemporary psychoid
o£7i to see if & netaphyric, a philosophical resting-piace,:
might not be found for the admittedly pragmatic science of
clinical psychology*
I,

PINROSE OF THE PAPEH

The questions the paper asks, then, and attempts to
answer, are (1) can such a formulation be made,, and <2) tloec
psychotherapy conducted from thic point of view nove satis
factorily?
II. CCOPL OF THE PAPER
As far as the scope of this paper is concerned, what
"Taoism" will mean is Taoism as expressed in Chuang-tsu and
Lco-tiu as translated by Janes hegge# moreover, as I inter
pret the translation of Janes Leggc. There will be no
historical treatment.
Similarly with Zen*

by ••Zen" will bo meant, largely,

the Zen of verbal tradition, and little or no attempt will

be made to document, my position# This paper is not an exam
ination of fen or Taoism#

Hcther, the ideas that I have

arrived at fron fen and Taoism are Buamarily taken an a
priori# or "given,"—a etartinc-place fron which to examine
the relationships of these certain aspects of Zen and Taoism
to the science of V/est em psychology, especially that branch
of psychology known as clinical psychology, and, within that,
the specialty of psychotherapy#

The paper, then, will be an

attempt to relate, on the one hand, what I will assume to
represent an ancient Asian thought, with what, on tho other
hand, I will present as a contemporary Western thought#
III#

APPLICATION OF THE BASIC PJID1ISE

I will attempt to show the relations as I see then
between what I will purport to be two cyst ens of thought,
and will then show what night happen if Western psychother
apy, or a particular school of Western psychotherapy, were
to align itself or conduct itself more closely along tfco
lines of these purported aspects of Zen and Taoism#

The

latter material will be drawn from research I have done
during the past two years with patients in psychotherapy.

CHAPTER II
THE EAST—ZEN
I. SEN AND LEARNING THEORY
One of the most important aspects of 2en is that
"living Sen" is distinct from "academic Zen."
Living Zen is a process of unlearning rather than a
process of learning.

Psychotherapy has, in general, been

looked upon a3 a learning process or a learning experience.
Learning, as defined by the psychologist, is behavior
change, behavior change with two qualifications:

learning

is behavior change not caused by maturation or fatigue.

All

other types of behavior change, then, may be defined as
learning. To cay, then, that unlearning is different fro©
learning is a bit of a paradox.

If learning is behavior

change, then unlearning would be defined ac no behavior
change at all—so nothing has happened.
face of it, ridiculous.

And this is, on the

But, upon deeper examination, it

appears to be not quite so ridiculous after all#
The vhole end-point, or the major end-point, of
client-centered therapy is not ro much to get the patient to
change as it ie to get the patient to accept himself, to
accept himself as ho is. If he accepts himself ac he is
without trying to change, then he is able to function as

u
fully as possible according to his own capabilities.
Psychotherapy thought of in these tense, in terns of
acceptance rsther than in tense of change, can be said to be
an experience in unlearning.
Zen represents the abandonment of ideology, of all
fixed fome of thought and feeling whereby the nind tries to
grasp Its own life.
How here again, in older schools of therapy, analysis
is a most important aspect of the therapy situation. The
tern used for Freudian psychotherapy is "psychoanalysis*;
the tern for Junglan psychotherapy is "analytic" therapy.
The emphasis here, not only senantically but to sore extent
In actual practice, le upon analysis.
In client-centered therapy, no attempt is nade to
analyze the client's behavior.

No attempt la made to grasp

intellectually the meaning of behavior. The emphasis is
wholly on accepting the status cuo, accepting the "as is* of
behavior.

However a person feels, if he simpl^ accepts it

then it ceases to be a problem.
If he accepts himself as he is, then he is able to
function according to hln total potential.
If most of his energy is devoted to fighting himself,
then he is a mind divided, or a schisophrenic, and he is a
very ill person.

As to the abandonment of all fixed foitas of thought,
client-centered therapy emphasises flexibility rather than
rigidity* A rigid person, rather than being thought cf as
a strong-willed person or a person of firm character, io
thought to be an emotionally immature person, a mentally ill
person,

A person who is extremely flexible, who is able to

bend to the circumstances, is thought to be a perGon who is
emotionally mature, or mentally healthy#

Lao-tzu says,

On the branches of a tough and rigid tree the enow
piles up until they crack beneath its weight! while
thin and eprirtgy branches simply yield and throw it
to the ground without being broken or bent#1
The Samurai of Japan must have an attitude of what
is known as mura. i.e,, an absence of feeling that "I am
doing It#*

The consciousness of self must be subordinated

to concentration on the task in hand#

The mind, instead of

being focuseed upon itself, instead of being self-conscious,
as it were, is focusred upon the task#
unrelf-consciously, then#

The tack is done

Ideology io abandoned#

There

is no teleology, no striving toward an end that is visualised
II.

TKK TOPOSWESSBESS OF Zlll — gPOSTAKIITT

In Zen there is no goal; there is no end; there is no
^"Lao-tzu, Tap Tc Chi nr. trans# James Leggo, The Texts
of Taoism (Vols# 39-to of dacred Rooks of the T.astl London!
Oxford university Press, 16937 •
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purpose. There is simply spontaneity. There is an abandon
ment of all ideology, an abandonment of all fi/ed forms of
thought. There in simply an acceptance of the moment, an
acceptance of what is going on, what Is happening, happening
both in tenas of external events and in terns of internal
feelings or emotions, an acceptance of the totality of cxr
perience, of what Is happening in the moment.
If we examine this a bit further, from the point of
view of Western science, v© see that everything that the
individual experiences must be in his perception of the
moment.

According to the views of contemporary psychology,

a person cannot be aware of the external world; the external
world does not really exist except as he perceives it,

A

person is aware only of the state of his own nervous system.
Philosophically, this is very, very closely related to
the Zen position, the acceptance of the present, the accept*
ance of the •ia-Bess,"
In psychotherapy, if a person accepts the present in
all of its ramifications, accepts the present situation in
its totality, not only physically, but situationally, emo
tionally (all of which really can bo summed up in one word?
experientially)—if a person accepts the present moment in
its totality, something seens to change for hixa,

Kow, ac

he must live in the present mxaer.t, accepting it does not

change anything, except psychologically* But this is where
the problem existed in the first placei The problem was a
psychological problem. It existed psychologically* There
fore, it is not surprising that the problem could vanieh
without going anywhere. When a person accepts the present,
accepts the present situation organ!saically, experientially,
in its totality, he has really changed nothing in the objec
tive present* But, if the objective present crista only in
hia perception (exists only functionally, that is), the fact
that he has accepted it, vhlch changes his perception of it,
changes it in actuality frcrc a psychological point of view.
And this is what, indeed, has been found to occur with
people in therapy when they accept the situation without try
ing to head for a goal, to change things, to better thenselves, or better their situation or learn things, or change
their behavior (in the sense of learning). When they eiraply
accept what the situation is, this very acceptance, then, can
be seen to change the situation for then*

It is no longer

the sane situation after they accept it as it was before they
accepted it, simply by virtue of their acceptance*
The pursuit of the good is unavoidably connected with
the pursuit of the fttture, the illusion whereby we are unable
to be happy without a promising future for this symbolic or
conceptual self. If the self is seen merely as a convenient

g
franc of reference—a logical construct* an it vers—then tho
pursuit of the future is soon for what it is* as necesesrily
illusory, end the person becomes content to livo in and of
the moment, which, indeed, he rmrt do anyway#

The perceptual

present is, end forever remains, inescapable#
The cultural Insistence upon the measuring of worth
end success in terns of tiae, and the insistent demand for
assurances of a promising future, are making things increas
ingly difficult for the individual in the V-est cm twentieth
century#

The neurotic, working for an end, 1B olvays, like

the donkey, running after tbc carrot attached to © stick in
front of his nose#
This is not the attitude that it is futile to eat
when hungry because you vlll sirply bo hungry Spain#

On the

contrary, this is the attitude that when you are hungry you
eat, simply because you aro hungry—not that tho eating will
have any permanent effect or do any permanent pood, but
simply to eat when hungry and that's the end of it.
not a doctrine of fatalism#

This is

It lo a doctrine of spontaneity

rather than teleology#
A fen legend goes as follows*
' hen Mu-chou vss arked, "he drece and eat every day
and how do we escape from having to put on clothes and
cat foodt" ho answered, "he dress; ve cat,"
"I don't understand," said the nonk#

9
"If you don»£ understand, put on your clothes and
eat your food."*Cn being asked how to escape fron the heat, another
master directed the questioner to the place where it is
neither hot nor cold, then asked to explain himself, he
replied, "In summer ve sweat; in winter we shiver,"3
Life is rot a situation from which there is anything
to be grasped or pained. There is no permanence in life. To
succeed ic always to fail, in the cense that the more one suc
ceeds in anything the greater is the need to go on succeed
ing
Lao-tsu said, "The Tao, without doing anything, leaves
nothing undone.
But the action ic felt as spontaneous, scstful, nat
ural, relaxed. This, as opposed to the typically harried,
nervous, obsessive, rigid, compulsive behavior typically
associated with the neurotic.
Zen is most emphatically not to be regarded as a
system of self-improvement. For to seek eelf-iiaprovcncnt
becomes a conflict in terns in the Zen or Taoist persuasion.
Nor is client-centered psychotherapy to bo thought of
2 Ku-chou Lu, in Kutsun-hsu yu lu. 2, 6.
3Verbal tradition.
^Lao-tEU, on. cit., Chapter III.
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as a pursuit or a method or a technicue of a elf-Improvement,
Quite the contrary, it is rather to be thought of an a
practice leading to sol f-accertqnee.

Now, happily enough,

once the self is accepted as the self—not tho ephemeral,
fleeting, symbolic self, but the dynamic self, the self of
experience, the real self, an It were— once thlc is accepted
In experiential terms rather than as a symbol of something
that exists vdthin the person, hapnily enough the problems
that have led him into therapy seen to have vanished.
In the language of Zen, our true non-conceptual self
is already the Buddha and needs no improvement, Or, as one
Zenrin verse puts it, "A long thing is the long body of the
Buddha} a short tiring 1© the ehort body of the Buddha,"
III,

ZEN AND CONCRETE EXPERIENCE

Another aspect of Zen which is one of its central
characteristics is the non-verbal or non-synbolic or "un
speakable" level of reality,

Zen emphasises the concrete,

the experiential—as does Taoism, of course.
New here again, in client-centered therapy, we find
emphasis upon the experiential rather than upon the symbolic,
emphasis upon concrete as distinct from abstract.
To quote Vatts:
A proper exposition of Zen should leave the mind
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like cn open window instead of e panel of etained
glass*^
This would alco be true of a successful therapy exper
ience which docs not ain at re-orientlng the individual, does
not air at introducing new learning, but which brings the
client to a position wherein he is able to accept hiaself
completely, accept the situation completely as it is, as he
sees it*
I'fcen he accepts the situation and accepts himself, he
Is then In a position to utilize to the fullest hie own
capabilities and potentialities.
He becomes a fully functioning individual—fully
functioning in the sense that he is able to utilize his
capabilities to their fullest extent*
The object of the Zen school of Buddhism is to go
beyond words and ideas in order that the original insight of
the Buddha ray be brought back to life. To seek enlighten
ment in words and ideas, to euote Dr* Triggant Burrow, is
like ^expecting the sight of a menu card to reach and satisfy
the inner processes of a hungry nan,B^
^Alan W* U'atts, The Spirit of Zen (second edition?
London: John Murray, 195$)t Preface, p. x*
^Triggant Burrow, Science and ManV? Behavior (Mew
York: Philosophical Library,' Inc»","Tgd>^)»P« 5-1 '
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The wisdom of sages ie not in their teachings*
One may ask, then, Just what is the wisdom of the
cages? that is the difference between the wisdom and the
teaching?
Zen.

Ard the answer would be that the difference is

This would be one way of defining Zen.
The Zen masters maintain that an attempt to think out

the problems of life in words and ideas, in terns of the
intellect, is doomed to failure.
Therefore, from the very start, Zen aimed at clearing
aside all definitions, Intellectual concepts, and specula
tions.
A technique of Zen whereby the disciple ie led to

attain gatari is the koan»

The koan is a problem which

admits of no intellectual solution.

For example,

ic made by the clapping of two hands.

nA

sound

V.hat sound is made by

one hand*"?
The mastere, then, talk about Zen as little as pos
sible and throw concrete reality directly at the student.
This reality is the ttcuchness"

of our natural, non-verbal

world*
If we see this Just as It is, there is nothing good,
nothing bad, nothing inherently long or short, nothing

7D. T. Suzuki, Jessys In Zen Buddhism (London* Hider
£ Co., 1950), \ol. H, Chap. 1*
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subjective, nothing objective#
There is no symbolic self to be forgotten and no need
for any idea of a concrete reality to be remembered#
For 2en, the world of "euchness" is neither one nor
nany, neither uniform nor differentiated#
A 2en master night hold up his hand to someone, in
sisting that there are real differences in the world, and
tay, "Without saying a word, point to the difference between
my fingers#"

At once it is clear that "sameness" and "dif

ference" are abstractions.

Indeed, the noro one tries to

define them, the more meaningless they become#

The object,

then, is what it is—nothing more, nothing less#
The client in therapy typically experiences a peculiar
sensation of freedom when he discerns that the world is no
longer to be felt as some sort of an obstacle standing
against him#

He no longer perceives himself as an obstacle

divided against himself#

This scents to generalise into a

discovery of freedom in the most ordinary tasks#
The sense of subjective Isolation vanishes#
Client-centered therapy also takes the view that an
Intellectual solution to a problem is and must remain unsat
isfactory#

The solution must be experiential, organiemic#

Looking for intellectual solutions ie a waste of time, since
the solution simply does not exist in this dimension#

V'hcn
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the client cones to the realisation of this, he i© well on
the road to being through with therapy#
The master T*ul«yin ©aid, "A© the inquiry goes on,
steadily and uninterruptedly, you will ccae to ©e© that
there is no intellectual clue in the koan#*^
Intellectual clues are not the stuff of which solu
tions to problems

of this kind ore made#

lie experientially, emotionally#

The solution must

There ie no way of explain

ing this moment other tlian by e&ying that it is the time when
the fetters of illusion enap#
In psychological terms this would be the moment at
which the client ceases to try to find an intellectual solu
tion to his problems, the moment when he cornea to grips with
his problems with Immediacy#

That ie the Moment which de

fines the culmination of therapy#

This is what we mean by

acceptance#
Life can be killed by definition and analysis#

It

must be grasped alive#
The moment the client realises this, finally and ab
solutely, that it cannot be grasped by analysis, he lets go,
understanding the neurosis of trying to deny all thing© by
trying to grasp them#
^Alsn VJ# V/atts, The Vav of Ten {New York: Tantheon
Books, 1$57), Chap# III, ciUngT*ul-yin, ftirror For £en
vtudents#
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There is a famous 2en parable which says that to those
who know nothing of Zen, mountains are Just mountains, trees
are Just trees, and men are Just men. After one has etudied
Zen for a little time, the emptiness and the transience of
all forms is perceived, and mountains are no longer mountains,
trees are no longer trees, and men are no longer men.

For

while ignorant people believe in the reality of objective
things, the partially enlightened see that they are only
appearances, that they have no abiding reality, and pass away
like drifting clouds.

Hut, the parable concludes, to hin who

has a full understanding of

fen, mountains are once again

mountains, trees are trees, and men are men.^
In the beginnings of clinical psychology some fifty
years ago, all sorts of meanings vjere read in conceptual
terns into dynamics of personality, the necessity of analyz>ing and interpreting actions in psychotherapy.

For the past

decade or so, ouite the opposite approach to psychotherapy
has been the case.

And now, for the client who has ooncluded

a successful therapy, mountains are mountains, trees are
trees, men are men.
Perhaps more important, he is himself.
Sntorl is the realization of one1?, innermost nature,
concretely, e^perierrtially.
^Verbal tradition.
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The conclusion of successful therapy is the realiza
tion of one*s own nature, or the understanding, the accept
ance of one's own nature* the understanding of one's own self
as he is#
The aim of sa-een. sometimes translated as Chinese
yoga, is cinply to release the mind from having to think
about the body#

Similarly, the idea of therapy is to render

the client unself-conscious, unconcerned#

The attitude of

I-tira described in the Samurai's creed cays, in part J
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

have
make
have
make
have
make
have
make
have
make
have
make
have
make

no divine power,
honesty ny power#
no nagic power;
inward strength ny magic#
no body;
fortitude ny body#
no ears;
sensibility ny ears.
no limbs;
promptitude ay limbs#
no design;
opportunity ny design#
no principle;
in
adaptability to all things ny principle#-1-*'

The emphasis is upon the acceptance of one's self, the
trust of one's self, the trust to be placed in one's celf,
the absence of rigidity, the absence of moving toward an end*
the reliance, instead, on the "now#"
V.hen the individual ceases frantically trying to
clutch the world in a net of abstractions and to Insist that

^Jatts, The Snlrlt of Ten, or># clt#. p. 130#

J
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life be bound and fitted to its rigid categories, the mood of
Zen or.Taoism becomes comprehensible*
With the acceptance of the concrete rather than the
abstract, the emphasis on the actual rather than the sym
bolic, the client in client-centered therapy is brought to
mental health*

In Chuang-tzu*s words, "The perfect man

employs his mind as a mirror*
nothing*

It grasps nothing, it refuses

It receives, but does not keep»"*l

Lao-tzu says,

"Cut out cleverness and there are no anxieties."-*-2
IV*

ZEN AND ESSENTIAL EIPERI'ANENCE

The Buddha taught that all things are essentially
impermanent and that as soon as man tries to possess thera
they slip away*
This acceptance of the impermanent nature of things,
of the essential fleeting, transitory nature of everything,
that wo cannot own anything, certainly not our own body—the
most we can expect is a ninety-nine year lease—the emotional
acceptance of this idea, not simply the intellectual accept
ance, the rational acceptance, but the emotional acceptance
^Chuang-tzu, The Writings of Chuanp-tgu* trans.
Janes Legge, The Texts of Taoism TVoTb. V'v-h6 OX Sacred
Boohs o f "the t-'ast; hond on » oxford Uni vers it y Press, ItSI),
Book IT7 tihap* III*
Lao-tzu,

on. clt** Part II, Chap* LXXXI*

1C
of this idea, ie thought to be on© of the end-point® of
therapy#
When the client has genuinely, cnoticnally, grasped
this concept, he Is no longer in need of therapy, usually,
or vitl shortly be finished vitfc therapy#
Both Buddhim and Taoicn say tliat nothing can ever be
possessed. They declare that those vho try to possess arc,
in fact, possessed. They ere clsvea to their own illusions
about life#
Spiritual freedca is just that capacity to be as
spontaneous and unfettered no life itself#

For, vh.ether vc

are content vlth our illusions or frightened by then, vo are
e<jually possessed by then; and hence, the non-attachment of
Buddhisn and Taoior neons not running avay froci life but
running vlth it#

Freedan cones through complete acceptance

of reality#
The negative aspect of Zen, this giving up, then, ic
only & vay of expressing the positive fact that to riv® UP
everything is to gain all#
The Zen disciple rains all by accepting all, einco
ordinary poccctniveness ic lost#
t hen Chuanr>tsutc vifc died, one of his die ci pica

found his: sinking and beating time on a pot instead of
indulging in pious mourning#
The disciple remonstrated, "To live vith your vifc
and then ceo your eldest son grow up and be a nan, and
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not to shed a tear over her corpse, this would be bad
enough; but to drum on a pot and Bine, surely this is
rolnp: too far,**
"Wot at all," replied the master# "V hen she died
I could not help being affected by her death# Soon,
however, I remembered that ehe had already existed in
a previous state before birth, and now, by virtue of
a further chance, she is dead, passing from one phase
to another like the sequence of spring, cummer, autumn,
and winter# For me to co about weeping and vailing
would be to proclaim myself ignorant of these natural
laws# Therefore, I refrain#"13
V,

THE EXPERIENTIAL SELF IN ZEN AND SELF-ACCEPTANCE
The Fourth Patriarch followinc Cenc-Te'an^^ is be

lieved to have been Tao Hsin (579*651)

When he came to

Seng Te'an he asked,
"What is the method of liberation?"
"Who binds you?" replied Senc-tc*an#
nKo

one binds me#"

"Vhy, then," asked Seng-Is1an, "should you seek
liberation?"
For the client in therapy to realize that no one binds
him and that he is not bound and therefore he needs to seek
nothinc except the very realization that he needs to oeek
^Chuanc-tzu, 0£* cit## Book XVIII, Chap. II.
**•0# T. Suzuki, on. cit#. Vol. I, p. l£2#
Ksln Hsln Klnr.
^•^Vatts, The V'ay of Zen, op. cit., p. £9*

Senc Ts'an,
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nothing--'this would be the end-point of therapy.
The Zen tradition maintains that the whole idea of
purifying the mind ie both irrelevant and confusing because
the very nature of the mind is to be fundamentally clear and
pure.

The attempt to work on one*© own nind is a vicious

circle* To try to purify it is to be contaminated with
purity.
This impossibility of grasping the nind with the nind
is the non-action, the wu-wei. of Zen* There is no necessity
for the mind to try to let go of itself, or to try not to
try.
Bankei traditionally io thought to have said, "Brush
ing off thoughts which arise is just like washing off blood
with blood."
This ic the Taoist philosophy of naturalness, accord
ing to which a person is not genuinely free, detached, or
pure when hie state io the result of an artificial discipline.
He Is just imitating purity.
The Zen teaching ic just simply to let go of the mind
because the mind is nothing to be grasped. Letting go of the
mind is equivalent to letting go of the series of thoughts
and impressions which come and go in the mind, neither re
pressing them nor holding then nor interfering with then*
This could be described as the relaxed state of mind.
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Complete relaxation, acceptance!

that is the end-point of

therapy.
The Zen principle is that the true nind ie no-mind and
that our true nature is no-nature.
A celebrated Zen master, Ka-tsu, said in ono of his
lectures?
The Tao has nothing to do *dth discipline. If you
say that it ie attained by discipline, when the dis
cipline is perfected, it can again be lost. If you
say that there is no discipline, this is to be the
sane as ordinary people,*6
The Tao, then, nay neither be attained by discipline
nor no discipline.
the Tao.

Discipline, then, has nothinc to do vith

The Tao is spontaneous.

A Zen talc goes

as

follows?

Chao-chou asked tho Zen master, Kan-ch'uan, "V.hat
in the Tao?"
The marter replied, 'Tour ordinary rrlnd is the Tao."
"How C3n one return into accord with it?"
"By intending: to accord, you immediately deviate."
"But without intention how can one know the Too."
"The Tao." resiled the master, "belongo neither to
knowing nor not-knowing. Knowing U false understanding!
rot-lnowlnr Is blind ignorance. If you really understand
the Taobeyond doubt, it's like the «pty sky. V. by drag
in right and wrong:?"1'

1(Afatts,

TJT*

St
Ku-tsun-hsu Tu-Iu« line 4*
^Ibtd,, p.

5$,

2S* —*»

citing Wu-men kuan.

p#

citlne
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Another Zen Buddhist caster, Lin-chi, said:
There ic no place for using effort# Just bo ordinary
and nothing special# Relieve your bowels, pass water,
put on your clothes and eat your food# \vhen you are
tired, £3 and lie down# Ipnorcnt people cay laugh at
you, but the wise will understand#^
The following dialogue between £fcen-hui and Ch*cng is
part of the tradition of Zen:
Shen-hui says, "khen one practices sasiadhi, isn't
this a deliberate activity of the mind?"
Ch'eng answers, "Yes#"
Shen-hui says, "Then this deliberate activity of the
nind ie an activity of restricted consciousness and how
can it bring seeing into one's own nature?"
To which Ch'eng replies, "To see into one's own
nature it is necessary to practice samadhi# How could
one cec it otherwise?"
And fhen-hui replies, "All practice of eanadhi is
fundamentally a wrong view. Row, by practicing esandhi
could one attain eamadhl?"-*-^
Secadhi, then, or self-realization, nust, in the Sen
view, b© attained clnply and naturally# Striving for it is
the one way to"put it off#
From the point of view of Western psychology, this
eace frecdcn of nind would be spoken of as enotional matu
rity, or cental health#

Mental health cannot be attained by

"striving" for it, by any analytic method, but can be
in— chi Lu in Eu-tcun-hsu vu-lu. lino 4» PP» 5-6
^IblA., p. 7.
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obtained r, imply by not looking Tor it, by not looking for
anything but by simply accepting what is.
Another Zen poem eayst
The conflict between right apd wrong
la the sickness of the mind.*-'-'
VI,

ZEN, FREE WILL, AND THE EXPERIENTIAL SELF

It cay also be pointed out that the problem of free
will, or the question as to whether our behavior is voluntary
or not, is tied up with the problem of deciding to decide. Pi*•
That is, if decision itself were voluntary, every decision
would have to be preceded by a decision to decide—vdiich
would have to be preceded by a decision of a decision to
decide, and so on, in infinite regress.
If the action Is e imply spontaneous, unpremeditated,
the problem of decision einply does not occur.

The question

of whether an act is voluntary or involuntary does not arise.
Thus, the decision simply happens.
nor involuntary.

It is neither voluntary

It simply occurs.

Actually, it Is impossible not to be spontaneous, for
what I cannot help doing I am dolnr spontaneously.

But if I

am at the came time trying to control it, I Interpret it ns a
^Susuki, on, cit.. Vol. I, p. 1£2, citing Seng Ts'an,
bgin Main Ping.
2*v;attc,

The Vav of Zen, op* cit., Chap. II.

2U
compulsion#

As a Zen master said, "Hothin^ is left to you at

this moment but to have a rood lauph#"
In this fag&ent the whole quality of consciousness is
changed•
The neurotic now feels himself in a new world, in
which, however, it is obvious that he has alvayo been living#
From this point of view, then, the actor and his
actions are indictinfnilshable#

The actor is his actions#

person exists in terms of function#

A

He exists as he functions,

His function ie his existence#
To function, then, naturally and spontaneously and
una elf "•consciously, is, fron the point of view of modern rsy~

cholory* to be eelf-actualieed, to be emotionally mature, to
be mentally healthy#
From the Zen point of view, this attitude, this frane
of reference, eets rid of the subjective distinction between
"I* and rmy experience."
This is very close to the interpersonal theory of
Harry Stack Sullivan,22 who was very successful in working
vith schisophrenics.

Berry Stack Sullivan postulated that •

person exists only ao he interacts with his environment}
that, in a natter of fact, hie existence is interaction vith
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with hie environment •
The noefc significant interation with our environment
is, of course, our social interaction or our interaction vith
others, especially significant others.
If this is viewed with duality, to use £en terns, the
person is then ill.
If he views himself as his experience without delib
erately, consciously viewing it this way, or making an
attempt to view It this way, which would negate the whole
process, but simply, naturally, uncelf-cor.cciously views
experience this way and views himself as erunted with his
experience, then no problem arises.
then the neurotic just acts unaelf-consciously, he io
no longer caught in the contradiction of trying to be spon
taneous. The compulsive, blocked, and tied-up feeling
vanishes.

No block to spontaneity remains when the trying is

seen to be needless.
In the words of the

"You cannot take

hold of it but you cannot lose it. In not being able to get
it, you pet it."
Or, in the words of Hakuin, *Kow wondrous, how won
drous! There io no birth and death from which one has to

H i d e r and

T. Suzuki, The Kanual of Ten Buddhism (Londont
C o . , 1 ^ 5 1 ) , c i t i n g Ohcn^-tao K e .
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escape, nor is there any supreme knowledge after which one
has to strive#*24
In other words, then, it is as impossible to go
against the spontaneous Tao as to live in any other time
than the now or any other place but here#
h'hen the client in therapy recognises this for him
self, realizes it fully, emotionally, expertentlally, there
is nothing left to do but simply relax.
ho achieves anything#
place#

It isn'4 then, that

It isn't, then, that learning takes

Paradoxically, therapy can be thought, then, to con

sist of unlearning#

He stops trying to bo spontaneous by

seeing that It is unnecessary to try, and then and there it
happens#
It was happening all the time anyvay#
It's simply a natter of his ceasing to struggle with
himself#
The end-point of Zen and the end-point of therapy is
the mind functioning without blocks, without wobbling between
alternatives#
The Zen tern no chlh ch'u is usually translated as
"going straight ahead without stopping#"
Our natural organiesi performs the nost carvelously

^%uzuki, Fsravs In Zen Buddhism. or># cjt,. I, p. 230.
citing Orategana#
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complex activities without the least hesitation for delibera
tion*

Conscious thought 1© itself founded upon its whole

eysteas of spontaneous functioning*
The point of no chih ch'u is not to eliminate reflec
tive thought, but to eliminate blocking in both action and
thought»
Because it is always annoying, one tends also to
block at blocking, and so the state turns into the kind of
wobbling* The simplest cure is simply to feel free to block
so that one docs not block at blocking*
V.'hcn this point in reached in therapy, the client
does what he docs*

If he blocks, he blocks* To block

natural as to do anything else,

if

is

as

one accepts it as such*

Blocking is perhaps the best translation of the Zen
tern nlen« as it occurs in the phrase yti-nlcn. "no thought,"
or, better, "no second thought*"
Takuan pointed out that this is the real meaning of
attachment in Buddhism, as when it is said that a Buddha 1©
free from worldly attachment*

It does not mean that he is a

"stone Buddha," with no feellnge, no motions, and no sen
sations of hunger and pain*

It means, clmply, that he does

not block at anything*
One docs not behave, then, as a stone, according to
this persuasion, but enters into everything

wholeheartedly

and freely, without having to keep an eye on oneself*

2en

2&

does not confuse spirituality with thinking about God while
running for the bus*

In Zen, spirituality is eImply to run

for the bus*
?II*

SYMBOL VS* REALITY

The life of Zen begins in what mifht be thought of as
a disillusion with the pursuit of poals which do not really
exist* These foals are symbols, symbols thought of as reali
ties.
The neurotic involved in t! e search for the eynbol is
unable to gr&sp the reality because he can*t recopnice it for
what it ic. Beinn unable to £rasp the reality—and symbols
by their very nature beins unp:raapable—he is miserable, un
happy, confused, desperate.
He finds himself unable to live anywhere, unable to
live with himself, dissatisfied with himself, dissatisfied
with others, and with his state of bcin<%

To realize that

his self is an illusion, a concept, a symbol, that he exists
as he experiences, to then accept all experience uncriti
cally, is both freedom—liberation, in the Zen sense—and
mental health, in the terns of Veatern psycholo.ry,
Himan experience is determined by the nature of the
observer, his attitude and set* To use an obvious example*
two men come upon a barrel of water in the desert; one man
mipht exclaim happily thab the barrel is half full, while
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the other nay look at It with disappointment with the obser
vation that it is half empty.
One problem seems to be v/ith the neurotic that tho
power of thought enables him to construct symbols of things
apart from the things themselves,

This includes the ability

to make a symbol, an idea, of himself apart frcn himself,
Decauso the idea is so much more comprehensible to hin than
the reality, the symbol becomes perceptually more stable
than the fact.
of himself.

He learns to identify himself with hie idea

Hence, the subjective feeling of a "self"

happens•
Now, with its characteristic emphasis on the concrete,
Zen points out that "self" is just an idea, a concept useful
and legitimate enough if seen for what it is, but disastrous
if identified with the real nature*
Die awkwardness of eelf-conscicusness, then, comes
into being when the neurotic becomes aware of the conflict
or contrast between the idea of himself, on the one hand, end
tho immediate concrete experience on the other.
Therapy alms at returning a person to the ability to
experience directly, concretely, immediately, without the
intervention of symbols or concepts.
Vihcn the neurotic no longer identifies with the idea
of himself, relationships become real.

Consequently, the

notion of getting something out of life becomes absurd.

The
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person becomes one with hie experience. He is the experi
ence* There is no separation of self and experience. The
experience is the personi he is the experience* So that tho
experience comes naturally, directly, Kith lisaediacy.
The sense of subjective isolation is one of the most
formidable of the neurotic syndromes*
With this merging of the "self1* and experience, isola
tion simply ceases to exist* There is nothing to be isolated*
What vrae isolated was sinply an idea* When the idea is aban
doned as a concept or a symbol, in favor of the acceptance of
immediacy of experience, then the eenoe of subjective isola
tion vanishes with it* It vanishes with no difficulty
because it existed in the first place only symbolically, as a
psychological entity*
VIII*

NATURALNESS IN ZEN

In both life and art, the cultures of the Far East
appreciate nothing more highly than spontaneity or natural
ness* "For a man rings like a cracked bell when he thinks
end acts with a split mind"one part standing aside to in
terfere with, the other, to control, to condemn, or to admire*
The nind must stop trying to act upon itself, upon its stream
of experiences*

2%vatts,

The Vay of Zen, op* cit*, p* 135*
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The story ic told of a Zen monk who wept upon hearing
of the death of a clone relative, V/hen one of his fellow
students objected that It vas most unseemly for a monk to
show such pereonai attachment, he replied, "Don't be stupid#
I am weeping because I want to weep#*2**
Yun-rnen said, "In walking, Just walk; in sitting,
Just cit. Above all, don't wobble."2?
The essential <|uality of naturalness is the sincerity
of the undivided mind which does not dither between alter
natives.
The client In therapy cannot be told to be natural
because being natural to be natural Is not being natural.
The csonent any self-consciousness enters into the situation,
that moment naturalness vanishes.
It Is a logical contradiction to say that one can be
deliberately spontaneous. One Is either spontaneous or he is
not spontaneous. To be deliberately spontaneous lo a contra
diction In terns.
Thus it is that therapy cannot be accomplished eImply
by sitting the client down across from the deck and explain
ing to him that all he has to do Is to simply go forth and be
natural. This is a conclusion which the client must arrive

2^Verbal

tradition.

2?Lao-tru,

ou, cit.. Chap. «1XVII.

at for h ins elf, arrive at in an experiential, feeling way—
perhaps without even being able to verbalise the Idea.

In

deed, the Idea nay not necessarily exist as & concept for
hi®.

Perhaps it is better if it does not.

simply in terns of his behavior.

It nust exiet

He must simply be natural.

The idea is not to reduce the human mind to imbe
cility, but to simply implement its Innate nature without
force*
It is fundamental to both Taoict and Zen thought that
the natural nan is to be trusted.
The "no mind" doctrine of Zen can be translated, in
modern psychological terms, as "unaelf-consciousness,* a
state of wholeness in which the mind functions freely and
easily without the sensation of a second nind, or ego, ob
serving it critically.

To quote battel

If the ordinary nan is one who lies to walk by lifting
his legs with his hands, the Taolst is^pne who has learn
ed to let the legs walk by themeelves•*-'
The Taoist learns to let hie mind alone, so that it
can function in an integrated and spontaneous way that is
natural to it. Chuang-t«u eays that the T&o cannot be con
veyed either by words or by silence.*9
verbal, experiential.

2^vatts,

It is, then, non

The Tao can be knovmj it can be

The V-av of Ten, op. cit., p. 23*

29chuang-tsu,

op» cit., Book IXV.
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experienced; but it cannot be talked about* It is simply a
natter of doing, doing unaelf-consciously, naturally, spon
taneously*
In ien there is the feeling that "awakening" is conething quite natural, something etartllngly obvious*

If it

involves a difficulty, it is ^uct that it is much too simple*
A line in the "Six Precepts of Tilopa" cays, "ho thought, no
reflection, no analysis, no cultivation, no intention; let it
settle itgelf*"30
A celebrated poctn goes I
The perfect Tao is without difficulty
Save that it avoids picking and choosing.
And, again:
Follow your nature and accord with the Too;
Saunter along and etop worrying*
If your thoughts arc tied you spoil what is genuine,
Don*t be antagonistic to the world of the senses,
For when you are not antagonistic to it
It turns cut to be the sane as c on.nl ete av?akening.
The vise person does not strive;
The Ignorant ran ties himself up.
If you work on your nind with your ninth.
How csn you avoid on innense confusion?**
The ideal of therapy could be stated in very nuch the
same fashion—as a simple acceptance of "what is," neither
striving for it nor against it, but simply accepting it.
^Suzuki, on* cit*» Vol, I ,
nibid„

p, 1£2, citing Ceng Ts'an, Rein Hsln Ming*
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A difficulty her© is the difference between a genuine,
wholesome* complete emotional acceptance of a situation, or
one's self, and the pretending acceptance, the self-nortyred
acceptance, the verbalitlng of acceptance in a fashion that
seeks pity from the onlooker and demonstrates self-pity in
the individual#
This type of "acceptance" is not really acceptance
but a counterfeit of acceptance, and, like any counterfeit,
is not only worthless but even dangerous#
The neurotic clings to things in the vain hope that
they may remain still and perfect#
hinself to the fact of change#

H® does not reconcile

He will not let the Tao take

its course#
Chuang-tru^2 taught that the highest form of man is he
who adapts himself to and keeps pace vith the movement of the
Tao; he alone can find reace# For the fact that nan notices
and regrets change shows that he himself is not moving with
the rhythn of life. If man would keep pace with the Tao, he
would find the true stillness, for he v/ould be roving with
life and friction would not arise#

Conceptual thinking is

putting a barrier between oneself and the Tao#
Fen masters had no patience with concepts.

3^Chuany-tzu, on# clt#
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Faster Fi Chang cald that Zen meant simply, "Eat when
you are hungry and sleep when you are tired.*33
Vhen a human being is eo self-conscious and so selfcontrolled that he cannot let go of himself, he Wobbles.
Froca the Zen point of view, human life consists pri
marily and originally in action, in living in the concrete
world of "suchness."
The neurotic, prompted by a desire for certainty and
security, cannot let go of himself.

He feels that he should

not do what he is doing and that he should do what he is not
doing. Ho fools that lie should not be what he is and should
be what he is not.
The nind cannot act without giving up the impossible
attempt to control itself. If most of the energy of the nind
ic taken up with attempting to control itself, there ic no
energy left for action.

It must let itself go in the eer.se

of acting spontaneously into the unknown.

In trying to

stand above or outside the level upon which he is acting,
the neurotic of necessity drifts off into en infinite regres
sion. This attempt to act and to think about the action
simultaneously is precisely the identification of the mind
with its idea of itself. The only alternative to shuddering
33Verbal tradition.
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paralysis ie to leap into action regardless of the conceouenceo. Thus, when Tun-nen \mc asked, "V.hat Is the T&oi*
he answered simply, r¥alk
IX.

#"34

on

THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF ZTtt

2en in Its social context is primarily a way of liber
ation for those who have mastered the disciplines of social
convention, of the conditioning of the individual by the
group.

Zen ie a medicine for the ill effects of this con

ditioning for the mental paralysis and anxiety which cone
fron excessive self-consciousness* This is precisely, of
course, the same social context the ecience of clinical pry
chology, and within that the specialty of psychotherapy has
crown up*

Fsychotherapy deals with people who arc suffering

frcn mental paralysis which cones fron excessive self-con
sciousness#
Pen docs not seek to overthrow the conventions thensolves, but, on the contrary, takes then for Granted. The
psychotherapist does not seek to overthrow the conventions of
his society, but merely aims at accepting then matter-offactly, taking then for Granted.

In a social context where

convention is weak, the doctrines of contemporary psycho
therapy would appear both unnecessary and ridiculous*
3^. atts, Tie v>v of Zen, on. cit., p. 141•
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More than that, they would be completely un-under
st andable.
The native of many cultures of the South Pacific would
certainly be completely non-plussed by any Ideas of this
sort, which would appear to hin to be so natural that it
would seen strange that anyone should have to mention then*
There is no neurosis in these cultures*
X.

IN SUMMARY

A her.rin poaa cays J
There is nothing equal to wearing clothes
And eating food.
Outside this there are neither Buddhas
nor Patriarchs*35
This is the quality of vu-nhlh. of naturalness without
any contrivances or means for being natural*

It is often

said that to be clinging to oneself is like having a thorn In
the skin, and that Een ie a second thorn to extract the
first* Vhen it is out, both thorns are thrown away*

But if

Zen becomes another way of clinging to oneself, or if therapy
becomes another way of clinging to oneself, through reeking
security or seeking advancements, the two thorns become one*
Therefore, in Sen, there is neither self nor Buddha
35D* T. Suzuki, Zen Buddhlm £, Its Influence On
Japanese Culture (Kyoto: hnstern BuduhTct tociety, lVT?)t
PP«
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(to which one cen cling); no good to gain, no evil to be
avoided; no thoughts to be eradicated, and no nind to be
purified; no body to perish, and no soul to be saved.
At one blow, this entire framework of abstractions
in shattered to fragments,
V'hen the Governor of Lang asked Tao-rhan, "V.'hat is
the 7ao?" the master pointed upwards to the cky end down
wards to the water Jug beside hin*

Ask for an explanation,

he replied, "A cloud in the sky and water in the Jug#"3^
To practice with an end in view is to have one eye on
the practice and the other on the end, which is lack of con
centration, lack of sincerity* To put it another way, one
does not practice Zen to become a Buddha; one practices it
because one is a Buddha from the beginning. Thus, one does
not enter therapy to get well, but to discover what the truth
is about hinself#
Zen is seeing reality directly in its "suchness,"
seeing the world as it is concretely, undivided by categories
end abstractions*
Dogen says, in the Fhobogenvo,37

Without looking forward to tomorrow, every moment

3*Vatts, The Vsv of Ten* op. clt., p* 153•

3^:i* "aounga, "The Standpoint of Dogen and I'is Treatise
on Tine," Religion hast A Vest* I (University of Tokyo: 1$55),
42.
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you must think only of this day and this hour, because
tomorrow is difficult and unfixed and difficult to know.
You must forget about the good and bad of your nature,
the strength or weakness of your power.
Z«-gen there crust be no thought either of ainlng at
entorl or of avoiding birth and death, no striving for any
thing in future tine.

All tine la here in this body. The

past exists in its memory and the future in its anticipation,
and both of these are now.

For when the world in inspected

directly and clearly, past and future tines are nowhere to be
found.
Zen is a way of experiencing rather than thinking.
c

The present-day emphasis in psychotherapy is upon
experiencing.
T;any of our most tormenting problems are abstract cre
ations of thought*
world ^tist
The

They vanish when we see our everyday

it
Chinese proverb:

"Vhat cones in through the gate

is not family treasure, * is understood in ^.en to mean that
what someone else tells you is not your own knowledge.^
The client-centered psychotherapist tells the client
nothing.

He gives hin no analysis# no interpretation, no

advice, Whatever cones out of therapy cases out of tho
client himself.

At best, it is speeded by the relationship

3^Verbal tradition.

fcO
between the client end the therapist; but it alvayc arises
from the client, never £ran the therapist#
Sntcrii as hu-men explained, comer only "after one has
exhausted onefc thinking, only when one is convinced that tho
nind cannot grasp itself."39
Successful therapy, likewise, trust be experiential,
not intellectual*
"Awakening" almost necessarily involves a sense of re
lief because it brings to an end the habitual psychological
cramp of trying to grasp the nind with the mind.
The client, similarly, experiences typically a cense
of relief at the close of therapy, for perhaps precisely the
same reason*
\

"Awakening," then, is to know what reality is not*
however, it is the letting go itself and not the feel
ing of it that would identify both the sator.i of Zen

an^

the

culmination of successful therapy*
So long as one thinks about listening, one cannot hear
clearly; and so long as one thinks about trying or not trying
to let go of oneself, one cannot let go*
Both Taoicra And Zen are expressions of a mentality
which feels completely at home in this universe, end which

3$,.atts# The Way of Zen, or* cit*, P» !£*••

a
sees nan eo an integral part of hlo environment* Tho end of
nan Is to bo a nan-—not a rrcat nan, not a super nan, but
cinply a ^an*
In a universe whoso fundamental principle ie relativ
ity rather than conflict, there is no purpose becauso there
ie no victory to bo won, no end to be attained. Because the
world is not coins anywhere, there is no hurry.
A first principle in tho etudy of fen Is that hurry,
end all that it involves, is fatal; for there ie no roal to
be attained.
Paradoxical as it my eeera, the purposeful life is
the on© without content, without point. It l urries on and on
and misses everything#

Hot fcurryinc, a purposeless life

misses nothinr# For it is only when there is no coal end no
rush that the human senses arc fully open to receive th©
world.
The neurotic, enterire therapy* is typically prated,
harried, hurried. For hlu to relax, to accept himself as ho
is, to accept clrcunGtonces and their natural fruition, then
becomes the end of themry. That this ie & C«rt without a
roal is similar to the "egoless rate" of Ten—a paradox in
language, but a verbal paradox only. *ho environment in not
now felt as a conflict, an action froa outside, hie behavior
may now be seen as simply an expression of spontaneous balance.
In the words of a pace in the ?eprin

^he wild ceesc do not Intend
To cast their reflection;
The water has no nind
To receive their iaace.V)
To travel is to be alive, but to pet eocrewhere is to
be dead.

Zen has no

Coal.

It la travelling without point,

with nowhere to po.
The client coninp into therapy always oaks what can be
done for hiss.
therapy.

He wants to know when he will be finished with

Vhen he understands that nothing will be done, that

he will never be finished in the sense of attaining anything,
this, in itself, becomes the end of therapy.
There is no need to try to be in accord with the Tao.
It will simply take carc of itself.
future are fleeting illusions.

Doth the past and the

It Is the prccent which ic

eternally real.
The neurotic is unable to live comfortably in the
present.

He reprcts the past; he dreads the future.

Or, he

is eo tied up in aspirations and anbitionc that all hie
enerry is concentrated in cone phnntaenic future tine.

All

the while, he crust, inevitably, renin in the presont. When
thir is clearly understood, he duply relaxes, accepts the
fact that he is what he is, and problems cease.
Zen takes the position that it is a serious nlstske to

^Toyo Ficho (ed.), Fenrin Kushu, cited by Alan V.
Vatt-s. The Vav of Zen, op. cit., p. 1'1»

to

undertake a spiritual practice, or any practice, with the end
in fcind of liberation, in the spirit of a convulsive disci
pline to be "practiced* with a r:oal in wind. This very
attitude defeats the end that is to be achieved.

Van

here

Spain, we have the paradox in lsnfuafe, sayinp, adnittinc,
that a foal is beiny sought, and then raying that the way to
achieve this goal is not to reek it. This, however, is a
paradox in language only. It is not saying, as it appears to
be on the surface, that to achieve something you sort of ig
nore it and sidle up to it and then, suddenly, you have it.
It io saying, rather, that the very coal itself exists in the
act, the attitude, of purposelescnoss. However, one cannot
try to

bo

purposeless. To try to be purposeless is like try

ing to bo relaxed. The nera act of trying negates tho act of
relaxation.

If the goal is to be relaxed, the one way to

achieve it is not to try, but simply to do it. This is what
is meant by the concept that "liberation* in Zen~or emotion
al maturity, or mental health—can be achieved as a goal
without a peal.
In Zen, this attitude is carried over further into
areas of everyday practice. In preparing tea, doinc the
housework, archery, fencing, it becomes an underlying ideal,
a way of lifet

To

do

all things naturally, spontaneously,

zestfully, rather than in a

compulsive, goal-directed

fashion
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So* although the idea of purposeleseneae—of mindless nec-e^ if
you will, in this sense—applies specifically to "liberation,"
the underlying idea can apply as a basic philosophy to all
the activities that one engages in#
The client in therapy is concerned specifically with
his psychological problems, with his neurotic syndromes, as
it were#
The knot cannot be untied because its very nature is
like the hydra-headed cnake—to try to untie it is to knot it
more firmly still—but by its very nature of being a psycho
logical problem, when it is ignored {or rather, accepted),
it nor longer exists#
The basic conceptualisation of this attitude, as in
fen, tends to be generalized to "practical" spheres of
activity#

It is not to be said that pragmatic results can

not be obtained by striving for then, but rather that in the
very striving and the achieving of these pragmatic results,
the underlying philosophy of tranquillity, serenity, can bo
the matrix or the resting place from which activity springs.
This is the wu-wel of Taoism, the action in inaction
—not merely inaction, not being « block of wood or a "stone
Buddha," but being very alive, keenly alive, tremendously
alive, in a way that is en expression of life itself, rather
than a struggle against it#
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Alan k'atts closes his book, The V'nv of Zen, with a
particularly

exanple:

Vlien F«-ch*anr was dyins, a eouirrel screeched on
the roof* "It's just this,n he said, "and nothing
eloe.*41

Wtfatts, The

Il£Si 22* £&•> ?'

CHAPTER III
TIIZ EACT—TAOICK
X. LAO-TCU
v

Lao-tzu cays:

1

The Tso that cen be expressed
13 not the unchangeable Too,
The name that can be ncmed .
Is not the unchangeable name#

Without going into any lengthy caEnentary, it may be
seen at once that the emphasis here is upon direct under
standing or immediacy of perception#

Epiotenology *®

negated# "The name that can be named is not the unchangeable
name#*
T urtheri
The nameless is the origin of nature#
The naming is the mother of all things.*
Frorj th* metaphysical point of view, then—or, the
metaphysics of the Lao-tzu position is—the so-called prin
ciple of nothingness:

that the nameless is the origin of

nature, of heaven and earth; and the generating principle is
naming# "Naming is the mother of all things#"

Co, we have

the principle of nothingness as underlying creation and the

^Professor Ci-Ming Chien, of The American Academy of
Asian Studies, in a Conference in 1£56» translating Lao-tzu,
s
Tao To Chinr#
'
'
2Ihid.
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the naming of things as the generating principle•
Further:
Therefore the sage withdraws his nind
Into a state of nothingness,
Constantly contemplates
The transcendental aspect of nature,
Vhlle he holds his nind in the state of being
In order to obtain the manifested results .3
This third verse expresses the synthesis between the
principle of "nothingness," and the cpistcryology of "naming,"
as the origin of the universe.
Further:
"Origin," the naneless, and "mother," naming*
Are in nature the sane
Although they are different in nane.
They nay be similarly described
As the abstruse and inevitable.*
Now, this is very patently a conclusion of verse two.
Tho origin, which is nameless—the principle of nothingnessand the mother, or naming—the eplstenology—are really on©
and the ©one in nature. Although, again, thi© i© apparently
a principle which applies to the direct understanding, imme
diacy of understanding, and is confusing when put into the
logical terns of language, because, as he says, they are
different in name. They are at once the cane and different,
then—which, again, is a logical paradox but a perceptual
reality.

And finally;
Reaching away from the abstruse or ineffable
Into the deeper abstruse
f
IG the gateway of all transcendental visdaru->
Thin* then, is the path of the eaget the pathway to
liberation as Lao-tzu describes it#
three;

The conclusion of verse

The sage withdraws hie nind into the state of noth

ingness#

He obtains the manifested results by reaching

deeper into the abstruse* arriving at the gateway of all
transcendental vlsdan#
In these five verses* we have a statement of the fun
damental principles* the underlying philosophical foundations
of Taoism#

*Naming* here refers core to the perceptual pro

cess than to the necessarily verbal giving of a narae#^1

The

universe cones into reality as we perceive it* l#e#* it
exists in our perception of it#
existing as v?e perceive it J
cane thing#

Arising fron nothingness*

In nature* these are one end the

The origin* the nanclessness, and the perception

are really the sane although they appear to be different#
The sage, then, in seeking liberation or transcendental windon, would simply withdraw his mind into this nothingness•
He stops *naming** or conceptualising, or labelling.

He

5Ibld.

^Alfred Korcybski, Science and
Science Presn Printing Co#* 1^53i«

frnlty (Lancaster, Ta*:

doccn't red: without*
standing.

He doesn't seek techniques of under

Ho e in ply withdraws into nothingness.

In the lasngguage of contemporary psychology* tho
neurotic cooing into a therapy situation is filled with
anxiety for external events. Vfccn he learns to accept tho
situation calmly* a curious thing happens. The situation
that he is now prepared to accept no longer exists. It
existed no a dreadful thing only in hie own consciousness*
hie own awareness.

When he accepts it* it vanishes as the

shadow that it was*
How this ic presupposing, of course, that there are
—or that problems can be subdivided or categorised into—
two r.a,}or typos?
lems*

realistic problems and psychological prob

If a nan ic hungry* he known ha is hungry.

If tho

food is present, he oatoj if it to not present, he doesn't
eat, and remains hungry.

He lias a roalletic problem, but not

a psychological problca.

There are peoples of various cul

tures—the South i-eos cultures, as well an tho hckino culture,
ere usually cited as examples—that hnvc great realistic
problems, but they have no neurotic rrobIcms, no gcycholo-icnl
problems as ve know then in our o<wn culture.

The solution of

psychological problems must bo arrived at fror. a psychological
approach, inasmuch as this ic the sphere in which they exist.
They cannot be attacked realistically or directly because they
aren't real*

Once they are accepted end seen for what they
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are* they vanish#

This may perhaps be thought of as a pros-

natis&tion of these principles of Taoisn#
The entire field of clinical psycholo,^- is larpeiy
prostatic, based upon empirical experience#

There is little

or no philosophical principles which would tend to explain
vhy therapy works#

Indeed, the various schools of therapy,

utilising opposite philosophical principles, have, to date,
appeared to work about equally veil,

By rwork,* here, v?c

would rscen returning the neurotic, the patient, to a state of
relative health and noro.nlcy#

The hypothesis codd be rode,

then, that if therapy were conducted with these basic philo
sophical principles in mind, it would bo much mora effica
cious, much more economical#
tao-tzu cays, further*
There exists a completing thinp
\tfhich was before the cocainr of nature#
Tranquili boundlesc,
Abiding alone and chancing not,
It eternally revolves without fail#
It nay be called the nether of the universe#
I know not its none,
y
But characterise it oo the Tao. . •
The fao, then, cannot be known, cannot bo naned.
principle is r.othinyneac»

Its

Lao-tzu cays that ho merely char

acterises it as the Tao, arbitrarily forcing a nasje upon it#
The way to vis don, then, is to understand directly, without
^Lao-tzu, on. clt#. Chap# 1X7#
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the intervention of naming, quantifying, categorizing, con
ceptualizing,

Psychological difficulties arise with the

self-conscious attempt to analyze, interpret, perceive causal
relations—as contrasted vith spontaneity, or immediacy of
perception, or acceptance.
Further:
h'hcn ny abstraction is complete
And quiescence is maintained unalloyed.
Though the various forms are restless
I am looking for the return of nature,
Bow this can be seen es having a very direct applica
tion to the problems of psychotherapy.
1Ifs in unalloyed quiescence,

The return to nature

Now here again, this docs not

mean becoming a block of wood,
Koedham tayo that "for one reason or another, laoisfc
thought has been almost completely misunderstood by cost
Furopean translators and v."ritcrs,,l,'>
The various forme of quiescence, says Lao-tzu, are
restless—quiescence, then, in activity,

V/e have again, here,

one of these logical paradoxes. The emotionally mature man,
or mentally healthy man, co ild be said to be an active man
vho is quiescently active. This would b© a principle of
vu-wel, action in Inaction,

Wu-wol is action that is vith

^Ibld,. Chap. XVI.
^Joseph IJeedham, Science and givdHzatlon in China
{London: Cambridge University tress, Ivow, if, p, 34,

5?
the Tao, or action that is "appropriate,n as a contemporary
psychologist would say#

The neurotic exhibits activity which

is not cuicscent, which is harried, disturbed, spasmodic—-in
o word, not with the Tao—or, in the language of contemporary
psychology, cction which is inappropriate#
Further*
All things strive and increase
,
t > .
But they must return to their roots froci which they epran^#
This return is called tranquillity.
Tranquillity is called return to one's ordinance
Or destiny, return to nature#
.
Return to nature is called one's ordinance, or nature,
The unchangeable or immutable#
Knowledge of the immutable is called intelligence#
Those who are ignorant of the imputable
Give way to recklessness and end in disaster#
Knowledge of the unchangeable leads to toleration#
Toleration leads one to be impartial#
Bein~ impartial leads one to be kingly#
3elng kingly leads one to heavenliness.
Heavenliness leads to the Tao#
The Too leads to eternity.
10
It is thus that one's vhole life is preserved from harn#*
This could be seen as an epistecology of therapy*

the

acceptance of the *ae is" with no attempt to either condemn
or approve, being impartial, in other words; thinking neither
in torsm of good nor bad, of right or wrong, but simple ac
ceptance#
That simple acceptance does not lead to anarchy or
licentiousness is clear if it leads to the Tao#

A modern ex

pression of this might be the "positive growth potential" of

I0Lao-tsu,

££• clt.. Chap. 2VI
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Carl Holers, who finds that when emotions, needs, desires,
ar© accepted rally, that they are, happily, In line with the
mores of the culture.

One of the moot striking evidences of

this cones fron the study nade at the University of Chicago
by Bruno Bettelheiza.^ He describes a school, the entire
population of which is riven over to severely disturbed, de
linquent boys and prirle»

In this school they are permitted

to do anything and ©verythinr that they wish, with the excep
tion of hurting themselves or each other. The school has had
a remarkable record in returning to usefulness—that le,
social usefulness—and personal happiness and integration
every one referred to it, with, to date, no failures.
Further*
Erudition banished, vexations end.
Pmcpt affirmation and hesitant response,
Are they not similar?
Goodness and evil,
Are they not asking?
V.hat men venerated
I also cannot but respect,
Because if it is inadvertent
The calamity would be without end."
Lao-tzu is sayinp, here, that the cultural mores must
be respected, but, if these mores arc in accordance with the
Tao and the individual is in accordance with the Tao, there
is no problem. The problem ©imply does not arise. There is
^Bruno Bettelheim, Love Is hot Fnourh {Chicago*
versity of Chicago, 19E7)•
12

Lao-tzu, <oo. cit.. Chap. XX.

Uni
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no need to ask what is good and what is evil. The problem of
rood and evil does not arise, hith the ending of the endless
consideration of problems, the analysis and interpretation of
a previous error of psychotherapy, the neurotic problems
cease to be.
The Tao, then, is the original and directing principle
of all things, the universal principle, the ordering prin
ciple. Wholeness ie prior to particulars. This ie the Tao.
The emphasis here is on the priority of wholeness to individ
ual things. Wholeness roust have pre-existed the camine of
individual things. The return to wholeness is the aim of
psychotherapy—emphasis upon wholeness as opposed to the
fragments of behavior,

how, In attempting to pull the frag

ments together, obviously the emphasis is on the fragments.
If the fragments are not emphasised, the fragmentary aspect
of behavior not given importance, and the emphasis is instead
upon the wholeness, then the fragments seem to vanish?

their

separation was not actual but psychological in the first place.
The philosophical basic for unity or wholeness is
clear in Zen and Taoism* ?°r if space is not a thing it can
not separate things.

Consequently, all things are a continu

ous and inescapable and unchangeable unity.
In Greek philosophy, from which our own V, est cm
concepts largely descend—at least, for the purposes of this
paper, this is the assumption that is beinT made—natter is
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the Bource of evil, ugliness, diversity, etc,, whereas form
is the source of unity, food, etc.

In Flato, the end of Ban

is to quit the body, to obtain pure eubetance or pure spirit,
Thuc, liberation would be oor.ething that on© would aspire to,
e onething that one would attain. The end of man is salvation
or paradise, and the value of man in and of himself ie de
nied,
We find, in Taoism, there is no difference between sub
stance and natter; rather, we find a harmony between substanc© and natter. The metaphysics of Taoism as expounded in
the above verses indicates this. Matter becomes a realized
or manifested substance, and thus the value of man is assertcd.
The end of man is simply to be a man. There is nothing fur
ther to attain—no salvation, no paradise—simply manhood.
The heavens, earth and man are all equally great.
Indirect understanding would be the image; direct un
derstanding would be the reality. The known and the knower,
then, are identical, experiential. There is no separation
between the knower and the known as is the case with indirect
understanding, or imagery, or conceptualization.
In Taoien, the problem is not one of faith, as is the
Western doctrine, but of realizing what is already present.
There is no necessity for any organizing.

Indeed, It is im

possible to know external things because this would be
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indirect knowledge*

Xn the language of contemporary rsychol—

ory» one docs not perceive a copy of the universe, but per
ceives only, and is only able to perceive, the state of his
ovrn nervous system.

The known and the knower are identical.

In Taoism, there is no ego or no self in tho universe.
These are concepts of man.
of the real universe.

I'ental concepts are not a part

These ere a part of indirect know

ledge, based upon images rrtfcer than reality.
and tranquil mind is empty of concepts.
irtic principle of emptiness.

The peacrful

Thin is the Tao-

The true fullness is emptiness

of concepts, not nothingness in and of itself, not nihilism,
not fatalien, but rather a fruition of emptiness in that the
emptiness represents an emptiness of concepts, or images, or
indirect knowledge# and therefore a fruition of immediacy of
experience.
In Taoism, suffering starts with the perceived duality
or dichotomy of the subjective and objective, an emphasis
upon intcllectuclls&tion or conceptualization or aralysis or
categorizing.

There are the rhadov,c of the universe.

The

second step is the pursuit of the object; thirdly, the r.eed
to possess it. This leads to anxiety and disturbance which,
in turn, leads to suffering.

Intellectual desire is the cam©

as the desire for fame and none;-.

Too is the undifferentiated

wholeness of all existence, the universal virtue of all
things.

To obtain harnony vith the Tao, would be to pet rid
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of or ignore aelf»concepts#

One would then be In harmony

with the universe#
Instead of emphasizing the probleas of the self, ther
apy would consist of crrheeizing the wholeness, accepting the
individual as a whole, as a complete entity in and of him
self.
Me who knows the Tao
Docs not care to speak about it.
Me who is ever ready to speak about it
Docs not know It,
The Tao, then, is not something to be coneeptualized,
to be verbalized, but something sir:ply to bG acted upon
directly and uneclf-concciousless#
V.hen we renounce learning
he have no troubles#
The universe has no mind, no system#
It is a spontaneous rattem...
Transcending consciousness#1^
And furtherJ
To know, and yet think ve do not knew,
Is the highest attainment#
Not to know, and yet think we do know,
Is a disease#
It ie simply by being rained
At the thought of having this disease
That re are preserved from it#
The sage has not the disease#
Me knows the pain that wo;ld be inseparable from it
And therefore he does not have it#-5
In other words, unconscious acceptance of the ~ivcn#
Not fatalism, but rather its opposite; living fully and

^IMd., Chap# LIYI,
15
Ibid., Chap. LBII

^Ibld.. Chap. X?.#
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completely and URself-consciotisly In the present.

If we could renounce our cageness
And discard our visdera.
It would be better for the people a hundred-fold.
If we could renounce our benevolence
And discard our righteousness,
The people would again beeone filial end kindly.
If ve could renounce our artful contrivances
And discard our scheming for gain,
There vould be no thieves nor robbers.1'1
Difficulties arise fron "buey-yrork* of all kinds. The
"do-gooder" with his well-meaning counsel, no matter how
artful, ic ill-advised. The therapist riust be prepared to
renounce the attributes of which he ic most proud*

hie cage-

ness, his wisdom, bin benevolence, hio righteousness, and
simply accept the client as he seems to hirself.
Those who possessed in highest degree
The attributes of the Tao
Did not seek to show then
And therefore they possessed them
In fullest measure.
Those who possessed in a lover degree
Those attributes
Sought how not to lose then
And therefore they did not possess then
In fullest measure.
II
Those who possessed in the highest degree
Those attributes
Did nothing with a purpose,
And had no need to do anything.
Those who possessed then in a lower degree
here always doing,
And had need to be no doing.

16Ibid.,

Chap. XIX
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III
Those who possessed the highest
Were always seeking to carry it
And had no need to be doiivr so.
Those who possessed the hirhest
here always seeking to carry it
And had need to be do lap so.

benevolence
out,
righteousness
out,

IV
Those who possessed the highest sense cf propriety
''ere always reeking to show it
And when men did not respond to it
They bared the am and marched up to then.
V
Thu3 it was that when the Tao was lost,
Its attributes appeared;
Iv'hen its attributes were lost,
Benevolence appeared;
fchen Benevolence was lost,
Righteousness appeared;
And when righteousness was lost,
The proprieties appeared.
Propriety is the attenuated foro of good faith
And is also the cccncncerent of disorder;
Swift apprehension is only a flower of the Tao
And is the beginning of stupidity.17
To paraphrase, the seven virtues in Chinese philosophy
as expressed in the preceding six verses are, frora highest to
1owestt
1.

Tao.

2*

l£.
defined here as virtue, or
tKe attributes of Tao.

3. Good (benevolence).
Um

X7Ihid.

Justice.

Chap. XIXVIII
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5*

LI (or the rite of personal conduct).

6. fc'icdOEl.
7.

Honesty (or faith—'legalism), which, says

Lao-tzu, is, though a flower of the Tao, the comenccnent of
disorder and the beginning of stupidity.
Thus, wisdom la high in Western philosophy and low in
Chinese philosophy.
In Chinese philosophy* naturalness, or spontaneity,
is the end-point of nan.
The emphasis in Taoism is upon integral violences,
i.e., Taoism has to do with the first two principles of
Chinese philosophy, the Too and the Te.

The ordinary people

may follow the I^i of a holy nan. With the holy nan it Is
instinctual, a natural part of his whole integrated person
ality. For a holy man it is spontaneous.
Thus the definition of a "good" nan has nothing to do
with morality itself.
Taoism emphasizes the enjoyment of the Tao end the Te.
.spontaneity and forget fulness, Just as nature itself, and the
fundamental principle of ecuality.
Everything is what it is, so to speak of quantity or
degree becomes nonsense.
II.
Chuang-tsu caysi

CIIUAKG-TEU
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There is a bird named the pbonr* Its back is like
the Thai Mountain, vhile its vinfc are like clouds ell
around the sky* On a whirlwind it mounts ummrds an on
the vhorls of a goat's hom for ninety thousand li till,
far removed from the cloudy vapors, it bears on Tie back
tho blue sky* And then it shapes ite course for the
south and proceeds to the ocean there* A quail laughed
at it and said, "V;hcre is it no inn to? I spring up vith
a bound and cone down a rain when I have reached but a
few fathoms, and then fly about among the brushwood and
bushes, and this is the correction of flying* l-'bcre is
that creature going to?wlt
Thus, each of the two birds ie secure unto himself*
The quail, in bis own way, ic exhibiting his own perfection
of quaildom, of being a quail*

The other bird, with "wings

like clouds all around the sky,* and a back like a mountain,
le actualizinf Its own nature*
hurthert
The perfect man hoc no thought of self* The spiritlike epsn none of merit* The sacely-nlnded man none of
faae,19
The end of nan is complete spontaneity, uncelf-consciousncss, utter naturalness*

The ultimate man has no

thought of self, merit, or fane*
Again:
If we take a stalk of grain and a large pillar, a
loathsome leper and a beauty like ilci CLih, things
large and things insecure, things crafty and things
strange, they nay in the light of the Tao all be re
duced to the came category of opinion about then*
Co was separation that led to completion; from com
pletion ensued dissolution* But ell things, without

^Chuang-tzu, on* cit., Chap* III,

^Tbid,
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regard to their completion and dissolution, nay again
b© comprehended in their unity* It la only the farreaching in thought who know hw to comprehend then
in this unity. This being so, let us give up our de
votion to our own views and occupy ourselves with tho
ordinary views* There ordinary viev?s are grounded on
the use'of things. The study of that use leads us to
the comprehensive judgement and that judgment secures
the success of the inquiry• That success gained, ve
arc near to the object of our search and there we stop,
fchen we stop and yet do^not know how it is so, we have
what is Called the Tao.^
The Tao, here once again, is seen as conething that is
spontaneous, of in ediacy of experience, non-logical, non—
perceptual, non-dual1stic.

(Incidentally, I.ci Shlh mentioned

above was a very famous beauty, a courtesan presented by the
king of Yueh to his enemy the King of Vu, and who hastened on
Mr. progress to ruin and debt, she herself perishing at the
same time.)

Traneuillity, in the light of this, becomes

something internal rather than external or imposed freer with
out.

Taoism sees an identity between individuals and nature,

a wholeness.

Mature reveals itself in individuals; therefore,

nature and the individual is not separated.

If there were a

ruling principle—although to speak of a ruling principle in
this context becomes, of cours#, absurd—it would be spon
taneity, spontaneity as differentiated frees anarchy.
This view ic very close to V.'ertcn science in general,
not only psychology or psychotherapy, but science in general.

^°Ibld.« Book II, Chap. IV, Fart I, Section 2.
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The scientist views things in the light of their nature#

Be

is not Interested in disputes in affirmations, but merely in
the "euchness," or the "is-nes:?," or the nature of what he is
viewing*

He tries to be completely dispassionate, completely

objective in hfe investigations and in his views* ®s well as
his conclusions and affirmations#
Dr. Fung Yu-lan has remarked that "Taoism is the only
system of mysticism which the world has ever seen which is
not profoundly anti-scientific."^
Aristotelian logic is characterised by the dichotomy
of true and false, here and not-here, etc. In Chinese
"logic," there is no "true" and no "false"; there is only
what is. This is the Tao.
The Western scientist, likewise, is not concerned
with questions of why, nor has he been for cone two centuries.
The scientist is content to observe nature, with the idea of
seeing what laws or uniformities are manifest.

He tests his

observations by attempting to make predictions and seeing if
the predictions cone true, and then by manipulating situa
tions to see if he is able to control the environment by
means of these predictions.

Essentially, then, the nature of

science is dispassionate, amoral, disinterested, and object
ive.
^*Heedham, on. clt.
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All subjects r.cy be looked at fron two pointo of view,
fron that and free! this * If I look at a thing fron
another's point of vi«f, I do not eeo it. Only as I know
it nysclf do I know it# hence, it is raid, that view
cones frcri this, And thio view is o consequence of that,
which is the theory that that view and this, the opposite
views, produce each other. Although it be so, there is
affirmed novr life and now death, now death and not/ life,
nov: the admissibility of a thins and row its inn lnisni
hility, now its inadmissibility and now its admissibility.
Th© disputants now af irm and now deny, now deny and now
a ffircii Therefore, the sagely nan does not pursue this
nethod, but views things in the light of his heavenly
nature and hence forms his Judgement of what is right.
This view is the sane as that, and that view is the cane
as this; but that view involves both a rirht and a wrong,
and this view involves also a right and a wrong. Are
there indeed, or are there not, the two views—this ana
that? They have not found their point of correspondency,
which is called the pivot of the Too, Ac roon as one
finds this pivot, he stands in the center of the ring of
thought, where he c?ui respond without end to the changing
views, without end to those affirming and without end to
those denying,22
Since there is no "here" and "the^e" except in sub
jective existence, here and there are self-centered; and,
since there is no self in Taoism—the self being an Illusion
—here and there cannot exist.
the wholeness,

All that exists is the unity,

"Here* and "there" are seen as correlatives

rather than scparateneoses,
A fro" in a well cannot be talked with about the sea.
He is confined to the limits of his hole. An insect of
the surracr cannot be talked with about ice. It knows
nothing bevond itc own season, A scholar o* liruteo.
views cannot be talked with about the iao. He is bound

22Chuang-t2u,

Chap, III,

£o. cit»» Book II, Fart I, Section II,
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by the teaching yhich he has received. Tfov, you have
cone ^.ortn
between your banke and beheld the great
seaj you hove cone to know your an igrormco and in
feriority one. are In the way of being fitted to be talked
with about great rrirciplec. Of all the voters under
heaven there are none so great as the sea. A myriad
streams flow into it without ceasing, and yet it 1b not
filled. And afterwards it dlrcharr.es the.-., also vithout ceasing, end yet it in not empty, In spring and in
autumn it undergoes no change; It takes no notice of
floods or of drought*
Thus| the therapist should, above all, be character
ised by humility.

He should not attempt to force his ovn

view, his own point of view, hie ovn franc of reference, hie
ovn interpretations, any sort of analysis or opinion or ad
vice* however veil taken, upon the client.
The client Is to be regarded as a person in his ovn
ri£ht.

The therapist's chief concern is to understand him

froa his own point of view* to understand hin, to accept hin
as he is, no an integral human being, and to respect hin for
his own perron, neither blaming nor praising.
The cage cherishes his views in his ovn breast, vhilo
men (renerally state theirs argumentat ivoly tc show then
to others. Hence, vie hive the saying, "Disputation is a
proof of not seeing clearly." The great Tco does not
admit of being praised. The great argument doer, rot
require \:or&r,' Crest benevolence is rot officiously
benevolent. Great disinterestedness docs not vaunt its
humility. Great courage is not seen in stubborn bravery.
The Tcio that is displayed is not the Tao, hords that arc
argumentative
do notk. reach
the point,— . tslbenevolence
t..at^
A
« f
4 «Vi 4 • r /\Vt ^
LnOc

live

23Ibid„
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seen to be round end coraplete, but they tend to become
sguare and litroovable. Therefore, the knowledge that
stops at what it does not know ir the greatest. v. ho
knows the argument that needs no words and the way that
is not to be trodden? Ke who is able to know this has
what ie called the heavenly treasure-house. Ke nay
pour frora it without its being exhausted. And all the
while, ho does not know whence the supply cones.
This seeras to be so clear an exposition of the clientcentered position that to paraphrase would be pointless.
In the following, Chuang-tzu expresses very pointedly
the client-centered position that what is right for the
client is what ie right for hin, and nothing else; "Tightness*
is not something to be imposed free without by however wellncaning or clever an analyst.

(In fact, the less clever he

is, probably, the better it in for the client.)

And, most

emphatically, "Tightness" is not to be ©guated with righteous
ness.
If a nan sleep in a damp place, he will have a pain
In his loins and half his body wiU be as if dead; but
will it be BO with an eel? If he be living in a tree
he vdll be frightened and all in a treble, hut will
it be so with a monkey? And, docs any one of the three
know his right place? Ken eat animals that have been
fed on grain and grass; deer feed on the thick-set
grass; centipedes en^oy snail snakes; owls and crows
delight in nice; but does any one of the four know the
right taste? The dog-herded monkey finds its nate in
the female gibbon; the elk and the axle deer cohabit;
and the eel envoys himself with other fishes. »>ao
Chiang and Li Ki were accounted by men to be most
beautiful, but when fishes caw then they dived deep in
the water from thca; when birds, they flew fron then
aloft; and when deer saw then, they separated and fled
2**TMd.,

Book II, Part I, Section II, Clmp. VII
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away, I3ut did any of these four krow which in the world
is the right female attractions As I look at the natter#
the first principles of benevolence and righteousness ?nd
the paths of approval and disapproval ore inextricably
mixed and confused together:—How is it possible, t£en,
th t X should know how to discriminate among then?2-*
Chuang-tzu feels that discussion is, psychologically,
fruitless and will not lead to enlightenment, or behavior
change; that perception must be, necessarily, of lcnediacy
and directness*

It mist be experiential rather than analytic,

and must originate in the person himself. Further, that what
is true for a nan is simply what is true for him.
Since you made me enter into this discussion with you,
if you have got the better of me and not I of you, aire
you indeed right and I indeed wrongX If I have got the
better of vou and not you of me, an I indeed right and
you indeed wrong? Is the one of us right and the other
wrong* Are we both right or both wrong? Since vo can
not cone to e mutual and common understanding, men v#ill
certsinly continue in darkness on the subject,
Vhon shall I employ to adjudicate in the matter? If
I employ one who agrees with you, how can he, agreeing
with you, do so correctly? And the sane nay be caid if
I employ one who agrees with me. It will be the came
if I employ one who differs from us both, or one who
agrees with uc both. In this way, X and you and those
others would all not be able to cone to a mutual under
standing; and shall we then wait for that great sage?
be need not do so. To wait on others to learn how
conflicting opinions are charged is simply like not eo
waiting at all. The harmonizing of then is to be found
in the invisible operation of heaven, and by follov/ing
this on into the unlimited past. It is by this method
that ve can complete our years without our minds being
disturbed.
, Book II, Fart I, Section XI, Chap, \IXI,
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What in meant by harmonizing conflicting: opinions in
the invisible operation of heaven? There is the affiraation end the denial of it; and there is the assertion of
sn opinion and the rejection of it* If the affirmation
be according to the reality of the fact, it is certainly
different from the denial of it:—there car. be no dispute
about that* If the assertion of an opinion be correct,
It is certainly different frcn its rejections—neither
can there be any dispute about that* let us forget the
lapse of tine; let us forget the conflict of opinion*
let us make our^appeal to the Infinite, and take up our
position there*^"
The therapist, then, accepts the statements of the
client uncritically, at their face value* Thus, the Taoist
concept of a nind of all-embracing wholeness would be that of
no-self, of not imposing one*c viewpoints upon others, but
accepting things as they are in their own light* Tfco ther
apist, accepting the statements of the client as statements
in their own right, not about anything—not statements about
anything, ©o symbols to b© related to something, to bo
analysed and interpreted and intellectualised about, but
simply accepting them as statements in their own rlcht#

Con

cepts, like •'here" and "there", depend upon a point of view,
upon a "self*" V.'ith no self, there is no point of view;
concepts vanish, and all that remains is one all-enbracing
wholeness*
According to Tcoirn, it is impossible to investigate
the cause of things*

Imagination, speculation, has nothing

^Iblde, Book II, Part I, Section II, Chapter X.
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to do with reality* Western philosophy asks the question#
"Y.'hy? Vhnt is the cause?" To ask "Why?" in the Taoist view,
is tho beginning of suffering, c*g», intellectual desire, to
speculate upon the cause and forget to enjoy it*
The sage responds to the influence acting on hin, and
moves as he fcei.3 the pressure* He discards wisdom and
the memories of the past, He docs not indulge in any
anxious doubts* He does not lay plans beforehand*^/
This Is the complete manl

responding with action

appropriate to the moment, rather than upon expectation or
stereotypy or set*
The presumption is that benevolence and righteous
ness are not constituents of humanity; for to,,how much
anxiety does the exercise of them give riseI*-1
The true Too is neither benevolent nor righteous, but
simply what is. Moreover, benevolence and righteousness—
the attempt to "help" or direct or guide people—is actually
a source of onxietyl
The true men of old cam© and went composedly* They
did not forget what their beginning had been and they
did not inquire into what their end would be* They
accepted their life and rejoiced in it* Thus, there
was in then vhafcris called the want of any mind to
resist the T&o**-'
Simply the acceptance of the present and the respond
ing with the appropriate action*

27Ibid*.

Book V, Part II, Section VIII, Chap. II.

2CJbld*.

Book VIII, Pert II, Section I, Chap. III.
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fchat could be plafoer than the foilowingJ
IIwang-Ti, enjoying hinself on the north of the lied
YJatcr, ascended to the height of the D.wan-lun Moun
tain and, bavins looked towards the couth, was returning
hone when he lost his dark-colorcd pearl# lie en ployed
Wisdom to search for it but he could not find it', he
employed the clear-sighted Li Ku to search for it but
ha could not find it# He employed the vehement debator,
Khieh Khau, to search for it, but he could not find It.
He then employed Purposeless, vho found it, on vhich
Hvang-Ti said, "How utranre that it vras Purposeless
vho was able to find itJ*30
In Toolem, the future of nan lc open because the Tao
has no mind, Just the spontaneous principle#

In Taoism

there It no Final Cause, Just spontaneity and nothingness#
he find, further, thati
When »;a*-©r is still, its clearness shows the beard
and eyebrows of him vho looks into it#31
A very clear exposition of the principle that the
therapist should remain a clear mirror within which the
client can see himself reflected through his own frame of
reference as he looks at himself#
And again!
Such is the clearness of still water, and how much
greater in that of the human Spirit J
And, further:
Vacancy, stillness, placidity, tastelessness, quietude,
silence, and doing nothing are the root* of all things•

30Ibid.,

Hook XII, Part II, Section V, Chap. IV.

^Ibld## Book XIII, Part II, Section VI.
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Thus, In such a situation, In such a psychological
climate, created by this attitude, by this behavior on the
part of the therapist, the client is able to get at his own
roots, as it v-cre, to rc-experience himself as he roally is,
an ability which the neurotic has long since lost,

Froo

vacancy comes fullness, as rest after sleep. The principle
of non-action refers to no purposeful or conscious action,
letting everything take its own course, non-interference,
an attitude of not imposing one's own viewpoints upon other
people, a willingness to let each follow his own natural
ability#

Confronted by this, not as a verbalised principle,

but as a behavior, as demonstrated in his interaction vith
the therapist, the client is able to let down his defences,
relax I;in ovn actions, and rediscover hie cm canity, lie
own undifferentiated wholeness#
Tliere should not be the practice of yhat is rood
v i t h a r r / t h o u g h t o f t h e f a n e w h i c h i t " ° T #
of what is evil vith pny proximation to the punishment
which it will incur J'
The therapist, then, cannot think in terns of "suc
cess" or outcome of therapy#

then he is doing this ho is

a psychologist and not a therapist#
Confucius saldx
Ravens produce
their
by hatchIT v™
have fOv it
it# aavciw
j
_ tu«4young
r niltl the
inpj fisher by the con-unication
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small-waist ed wasp by transformation; when a younger
brother comes, the elder veepe. Long is it that I
have not played ny part in harmony with these processes
of trans formation« But as I did not play ny part in
harmony with such transformation, how could I transform
rent:
Lao-tzu's rdplyi
You will do, Khitt, you have found the Tao.^3
Here, again, is stressed the una elf-consciousness of
the liberated man*

He %ho knows not the "Tab" knows the Tao

—the spontaneous, immediate, organismic sort of thing, as
opposed to the rigid, intellectualised categorization of
speculation* To influence other men, in other vorde, the
therapist himself must play his part in harmony with euch
transformation*

By responding in such a fashion as to show

that he understands, so that communication is established,
reflecting the statements of the client as a clear mirror,
adding nothing, subtracting nothing, the therapist is oble to
bring about a transformation on the part of the client*

33lbid*. Bork XIV, Part II, Section VII, Chap. VIII.

GSAPTEl 17
THE V^EST—CEIEET-CEnmED THEftAFY
I. V;HAT IS TSYCIIOTKERAPT?
Psychotherapy deals primarily with the organisation
end the functioning of the personality#

There ere nany

elements of experience which the individual cannot facet can-*
not clearly perceive, because to face then or to admit then
would be inconsistent vith and threatening to hincelf.

To

sec his own attitudes, confusions, ambivalences, feelings nnd
perceptions accurately expressed by another, but stripped of
their cexplications of emotion, is to see hinoelf objectively#
This, in effect, paves the way for acceptance of himself, of
all of those elements vhich he cm core clearly perceives.
In a cense, then, reorganization, a rore integrated function
ing:, occurs.
In a relationship of t!iis sort, the client experiences
a feeling of safety.

He finds that whatever attitude he ex

presses in understood in almost the sane \tvy that hp under
stands It#

He is then able to explore areas which he has

denied, feelings which ho could not admit because of their
anxiety-producing character •

An he verbal ices these area.,

and finds that the therapist accepts them, he cc*r.es to take
the came attitude, and accept Vhat he find* as he experiences
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himself {hie needt, drives, desires, vants, aspirations),
more fully. He conea to experience himself in thie way with
out guilt#

Re has been enabled to do so because another

person has been able to perceive him vith acceptance and
respect#
Chaffer eeec psychotherapy as "a learning process
through which a person acquires an ability to speak to him
self in appropriate ways so as to control his own conduct#"1
This is undoubtedly another dimension which would be appro
priately considered a part of the client-counsellor relation
ship, a situation wherein the client finds an optimal
atmosphere to learn to "speak to himself in appropriate
ways•"
Keister and Miller describe the experience of psycho
therapy as:
•••an attempt on the part of the therapist to offer
the client a new type of experience wherein his cycle
of unusual responses nay be disrupted, since tho
therapist does rot supply the reinforcement by reject
ion which other social contacts have provided# The
client*e report of hi3 behavior, his actual behavior,
and his need to behave as he does.all are accepted.
Thus, in the counselling relationship itself, the _.
client adopts a no; node of response, a different r.ode
of need-satisfaction#2
h. F. Chaffer, "The Froblen of Psychotherapy,"
American Psychologist# II (1547)1 45*~4o/*
2c
v
h. Miller, "The Dynamics of
•••
Loistcr &n ^
PfvcholonTi II#
Ison-directive Therapy'," Journal of Olnlcai j^ycr.o.o-y,
(1946), 55-67.
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The relationship nay be seen as one in which the
client ic provided with the opportunity of making responsible
choices in an atmosphere in which it ic assisted that he is
capable of making these choices. Operationally, it may bo
observed that in the therapy hour the client nakes hundreds
of choices—what to cay, what not to cay, what to withhold,
what to think, what to believe, what to do, what values to
place upon his experiences. The relationship becomes an
area for a continuing practice in the nakinc of increasingly
mature and responsible choices,
N,

RESEARCH STUDIES XRR SEU-IKITIATLD BEHAVIOR
VS. DIRECTED BEHAVIOR

In a well-known study of autocratic, democratic, end
laisrcc faire croups, it was found that in the democratic
fproup, where the leader's role was one of interest and per
missiveness, the croup took responsibility upon itself and,
in quantity and quality of production, and in absence of
hostility, it exceeded the other croups#3
In a study by Herbert Villians, a classroom croup of
the worst-offendinp Juvenile delinquents in a lnrc« school
system were brourht together. The only two rules to be
^Ronald Lipplt, "An Experimental Study of the Effect
of Democratic and Authoritarian Croup Atmospheres," University
of Iowa Studies In Child 'w elf are. XVI, (1943), PP. 43""1S5«
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observed were (1) a boy must keep bucy doing something, and
(2/ no boy was permitted to annoy or bother others#

how here,

we submit, was a situation of genuine permissiveness with
responsibility clearly placed upon the individual#

The group

remained together for a four-month experimental period#
are the results!

Here

The major educational achievement increased

11*2 months in reading age, lh«5 months in arithmetic age,
and similarly in other subjects#
cational age was 12#2 months#

The total increase in edu

If three members are omitted

whose attendance was ehort, the average increase was 15 »2
months#

ilow, this is more than four tines the normal

expectation for a group with this degree of retardation#^
In a study of food habits, it was found that when
groups were urged by a lecturer to nakc use of little-used
meats—hearts, kidneys, brdins—few {10/') actually carried
out the suggested practice#

In other groups, the problem of

war scarcities was discussed with the group members and
simple information about the meats given, following which the
group members were asked to make their own decisions about
serving the meats in euestlon#

These decisions, it was

found through a follow-up study, tended to be kept, and
52^ (1) actually served one or more of these meats—a rather
^Herbert D# Villlams, "Experiment in Self-directed
Education" School and Society (1*30), XXXI, 715-71S*
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clear-cut and operationally sound demonstration of the prin
ciple that eelf-initiatcd and responsible action proved far
more effective than guided action*^
Another study cones to the sane conclusion regarding
industrial workers#

h'ith conditions of pay held constant,

some groups of workers were shifted to a new tack and care
fully Instructed in the way to handle it and in ways of
increasing efficiency on the new task* Other groups were
shifted to the new task and permitted to discuss, plan and
carry out their own way of handling the new problem* In the
latter groups, productivity {1} increased more rapidly, (2)
Increased to a higher level, (3) held a higher level, and
(&) morale was definitely higher, than in the groups which
had been instructed#^
A study of supervision in an insurance company was
made by the Survey Research Center# Khen units in which
productivity and morale were high compared with those in
which they were low, significant differences v;ere discovered
in the methods and personalities of the supervisors*

In

5
hurt Lewin et al#f "The Relative Effectiveness of a
Lecture hethod and a*Method of Croup Decision For Changing
Food liabitc," {Washington, D#C#1 National Research Council,
19h2)# Ulineographed*)
^Lester Coch and J, ft# P* French, Jr», "Overcoming
Res i s t a n c e T o C h a n c e , " H u n a n R e l a t i o n s . I ( U n i v e r s i t v o f '
Michigan, 19L6), 512-532^ ^

units with high productivity! supervisors and group leaders
tended to be interested in the workers primarily as people,
and interest In production was secondary# Supervisors en
couraged group participation and discussion and group
decisions in natters affecting their work, finally, super
visors in these "high" unite gave little close attention or
supervision to the work being done; they tended to place the
responsibility upon the worker.^
Tho way in which self-directing capacities of small
communities were utilised in the development of the T. V. A,,
project was well described by David ULlienthal.
In a very different type problem situation than any
of those so far cited—that of training a striking force of
Marines—General Carlson relied very heavily upon the selfdirecting capacities of the Individual in developing the
fenous Carlson's Haiders.
In dealing with Juvenile delinquency there has been a
similar experience cited in the area projects developed by
Clifford v haw. Success was encountered frequently in direct
proportion to the degroo to which the leader built upon the
Purvey Research Center, "Selected findings Frcn A
Study of Clerical Workers in the Prudential Insurance Co. of
America," Human Relations (University of Michigan, !$!*£),
ftudy Ho. t.

t

David E* Lilienthal, T. 7. A.—Denocraev On The
March (Kcw York J Pocket B ooks", Tv£i>) •
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strength of the group,

If the leader vae a catalyst, a

person genuinely able to accept the neighborhood as it exist
ed, and to release the group to work toward its own real
purposes end coals, the result was in the direction of
socialization. The gangster, petty politician, the tavern
keeper, when given the opportunity to express real attitudes
and the full froedon to select goals, tonded to choose goals
which moved the group toward more social objectives
On the other hand, Clifford Show eaysi
Attempts to produce these changes for the cocanunity
by neans of ready-made institutions and programs
planned, developed, financed and managed by persons
outside the community are not likely to nseet with any
more success in the future than they have in the past.
This procedure is pcychologically unsound because it
places the residents of the community in an inferior
position and implies serious reservations with regard
to their capacities and their interest in their own
welfare. What is ecually important ia that it neg
lects the greatest of nil assets in any comunity,
namely, the talents, energies and other human re
sources of the people themselves, •
What is
necessary, we believe, is the organization and en
couragement of social self-help on a cooperative
basis,
Tho Peckhom Experiment in London provides an oppor
tunity to study the basic hypothesis fron another vantage
point. The Peckhan Center is a center organized for family
'Ccrl R, Rogers, CIlmt-Centered Therapy Ulett Yorki
Moughton Mifflin Co., 1951}„ p. 59.
^Clifford Chaw, Kemoranduri Submitted To The Board
of Directors of the Chlcnro Area' Project.' January 13, 1941».
U-ineor;raph edTT
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health end family recreation by a group of biologists.

In

attempting to promote health end richness of living for
individuals and families, the sponsoring group has learned
many lessons which are deeply relevant to psychotherapyt
Another outstanding cbaracteristic of the biological
overhaul {health examination) must be emphasized. The
facts elicited and their significance ore, as far as
possible, presented to the family in their entirety in
lay terns, ho advice is volunteered. To the layman
this might appear but natural, since no advice ia
sought, but to anyone trained In the medical profession
—that is, specifically to give advice—it ia a most
difficult attitude to achieve. Indeed, "to rive advice"
eccns to be n well-nigh irresistible impulse to most
human beings, be try, then, not to give advice and to
refrain from assuming the authority of special know
ledge, It is left to their own degree of intelligence
to act. It is difficult to understand why a lals-oa
fa.Ire attitude to a mouthful of decaying teeth should
change as a result of the new circumstances, but it
does; or vky a complacency to a useless overweight
in either a man or a wenan should change, but it does.
It was found in practice that when the examinations
wore conducted in n spirit which led up to conclusions
which were bits of advice, no action was taken; whereas
leaving It to spontaneity in the individual end tg his
ov.n sense olT're?''*or.plb1' ity, action is tr-Wcn in tr.e
ovorvhclnlnr majority of caaes. (Italics mine)
Vith this type of handling, with a deep respect for
the right and capacity of the individual to be responsible
for himself, then, ninety rer cent of the individuals in
when cone disorder is discovered go for treatment til

The

study continues that, not only vith regard to hcnlth

11I.

H. Pearse and Lucy C. Crocker, The Peckhan
Experiment: A rtudy in the Living ftrncturr of hocitty
(London: George Alien t. bnvin, Ltd,,xv*w)» P« 4S—50•
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activities is this hypothesis found to bo effective, but it
is also the purpose of this Center to five families en op
portunity for recreational enrichment of living•
Our problem is the "man in the street." The first
tentative approach to encouraging the members to do
things was based on the coram-TO assumption that
ordinary people like to emulate their betters; that
an exhibition of a high degree of skill, of relative
perfection, would stimulate the Imitative faculty and
lead to action. That method of approach we have found
useless. The assumption is not borne out by the
experiment.
Primarily, individuals are conscious only of their
own capacity, end act accordingly. They may admire,
they cay even be envious of outside standards, but
they do not use then, even as stimulants to try out
their own capacity. The status "teacher" tend3 in
evitably to undermine self-confidence. Our failures
during our first eighteen months work have taught us
something very significant. Individuals, from infante
to very old people, recent or fail to chow any interest
in anything initially presented to them through dis
cipline, regulation, or instruction—which in another
aspect of authority,
• , , We nov? proceed merely by providing an environment
rich in instnanents for action, Slowly but purely,
these chances are seized upon and used as opportunity
for development of inherent capacity,
• , , Having provided the members with a chance to do
things, wc find that ve have to rit back and leave them
cake their own use of then, Ve have had to learn to sit
back and wait for there activities to merge. Any Im
patience on our part, any help, has strangled their
efforta, Ve have had to cultivate more and wore patience
in ourselves. The alternative to this cultivation of
patience is, of course, obvious—the application of
compulsion in one or other of its many forms, pcrliaps
the most tempting of which is persuasion. But having a
fundamental interest in the source and origin of spon
taneous action—as oil biologists must—we have had to
discard even that instrument for initiating activities,
Fven temptation, the gentlest fom of compulsion, does

t2
not work, because human beings, even childrent recognise
carrots for what they ultimately mean# We have at least
progressed beyond the donkey! # • • • « » • • • « • • •
# # ,Civilisation hitherto has looked for the orientation
of society through an Imposed "system" derived from some
extrinsic authority such as religion, "cultural edu
cation," or political suasion. The biologist conceives
an order emanating from the organism living, in poise in
its environment. Our necessity, therefore, is to secure
the free flow of forces in the environment, so that the
order inherent in the material ve are studying nay
emerge. Our interest is in that balance of forces v/nicu
sustains naturally and,spontaneously the fonns of life
vhich tfe are studying#1*I submit that this is a statement which might very well
have been made by an adherent of Chuang-tzu himself in
600 B.

c.i

.# • #The biological necessities of the situation
compel vis to leave the members to themselves, to initiate
their own activities, their own order of things. Ve have
no rules, regulations, or any other restriction of action
except a very fluid time-table. Within eighteen nonths,
the seeming chaos and disorder is rapidly developing
into something very different# This is apparent even to
our visitors, on© of when, upon leaving, described the
life in the Center as being like a stream, allowed to
fona its bed and its banks accordir^ to the natural con
figuration of the land #*-3
If there ie a basic respect for the capacity of the
individual or group, then responsibility and self-direction
occur, characterised by spontaneity, creativity, productivity,
moral© and confidence#

12Ibld..

pp# 33-40#

15Ibid,,

P. u.

XXI*

THE ATTITUDE OF THE THERAPIST

In any psychotherapy the th era plot bins elf la a
highly important part of the himan equation* Khafc he does,
the attitude he holds, his basic concept of hie role - all
influence therapy to a narked degree#

The relationship of

the philosophical views of a therapist to his work cannot be
over-eaphasited. Does he sec each person, each client, as
having worth and dignity in his own right?

And, if so, to

what extent is this operationally evident at the behavioral
level? Does he tend to treat individuals as persons of
worth, or does he subtly devaluate then by his attitude or
behavior?

Ic his philosophy one in which respect for th©

individual is uppermost? Does he respect his capacity and
his right to self-direction, or does he basically believe
that the client's life would best be guided by the therapist?
To what extent does he have a need and a desire to dxiinote
others?

Is he willing for the client to select and choose

hie own valuer, or are the therapist's actions guided by the
conviction—usually unspoken—that the client v;ould bo hap
piest if he permitted the therapist to select for hira his
values and standards and goals?***
Among psychologists and psychiatrists there are nany
*Rogers, 0£>e elt#« p» 20*
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whose concept of the individual is that of on object to be
dissected, diagnosed, manipulated#
Thio paper postulates that such an approach to therapy
is not based upon a sound philosophical position#
The assumption is node that the creation of on inter
personal situation, characterised by the theraplst'o accept
ance of the client es a person vho is competent to direct
himself, creates a psychological clizaat© in which therapy is
able to proceed#
The therapist, necessarily, is always demonstrating,
both in a conscious and non-conscious way, the attitudes
which he holds toward the clie t# This obviously, then,
does not mean a passive role on the part of the therapist#
A passivity, a seeding lack of interest or involvement on
the port of the therapist, is experienced by the client as
a rejection; indifference is r.ot the cane as acceptance#

hor

does a passive attitude on the port of the therapist indicate
to the client that he is regarded as a person of worth.
Thi3 concert of the therapist's attitude tends to re
duce a problem which has been experienced by other thera
peutic orientationsJ

the problem of how to prevent the

therapist's own maladjustment fron Interfering with the
therapy process.
There can be no doubt that every therapist haa hie

£5
own conflicts, and how to keep these *warped* attitudes from
blocking therapy or harming the client has been an Important
topic in therapeutic thinklng#*5 Varped or unrealistic
attitudes are the most likely to be evident when evaluations
are made. Vhen evaluation of the client or of his problems
is non-evident, counsellor bias has little opportunity to
influence the relationship# Vhen a therapist is thinking in
evaluative terns, even if the evaluation is objectively
accurate, he is to some degree assuming a Judgmental posi
tion, viewing the person, the client, as an object rather
than a person, and, to that extent, respecting him less as a
person# Vhen the therapist is concerned with what he should
do, hio attention in focuesed upon himself and there is
necessarily a decreased focus upon the respect he feels for
the client.16
IV. THE FUNCTION OF THE THERAPIST
It is the therapist1s function to assune, insofar as
he is able, the internal frame of reference of the client,
to perceive the world as the client sees it, to perceive the
client himself ae he is seen by himself#!?
At this level, therapist participation becooea an
1?Ibid.,

p. 29#

CO
active experiencing ydth the client of the feelings to which
he gives expression#**'

The therapist concentrates upon try

ing to understand the client as the client soenr. to hlnsrlf,
The therapist nust lay aside his preoccupation with diagnosis
and his diagnostic shrey/dnese, nust five UP the temptation
subtly to guide the individual and nust concentrate on one
purpose only*

that of providing deep understanding and

acceptance of the attitudes consciously held at this dement
by the client as he explores, step by step, into the danger
ous areas vhich he has been denying to consciousness.

This

is not a subtle way of guiding the client while pretending to
let hid guide himself,

The therapist oust think and feel and

explore with the client.

He must then indicate to the client

the extent to which ho is seeing through the clientfs eyes.
This becomes a striking operational demonstration of the
belief he has in the worth and the significance of this
particular person, demonstrating a confidence in the poten
tiality of this individual for constructive change end a
development of a fuller and more satisfactory life, a basic
confidence in the constructive tendency in the human organism,
a demonstration of the central hypothesis of respect for and
reliance upon the capacity of that person,

1Nathaniel

J, Kaskin, "The Development 0foi:°P: ^
directive Therapy,"
Consult• Psychol,» 1.4P, 2iZ» ^2-110,
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Haw far is the therapist going to go in maintaining
hie central hypothesis?

Or should he feel that "I can he

successfully responsible for the life of another"! or "I can
be temporarily responsible for the life of another without
damaging his capacity for self-determination"! or "The iiv
dividual cannot be responsible for himself, nor can X be
responsible for hin, but it should be possible
one else who can be responsible for him,"

t0 flnd BOa*~

To put him In an

institution or a hospital vhere he can be watched, for example.

An example fron a counsels Interview can b. cited

which demonstrates the hypothesis that the therapist can,
lr. rood conrcler.ce, retain a deep respect for the capacity
19
of a person in this situation!,
llent: "I've never aeld
Vt^'lble"'
I've thought for
ven, if I could just
thinr to eay—but if I couldjus^ uf# for$
find some glorious ®a^®
the kind of person I
I would be hapny, I
,t the
or U,«
T
want to be# I gaese nay
someone elee * ®uld rectrength to kill myself ,..t
or j would be in an
licve no of the responsibility. vant t0 nTe
accident.• X.••Just C3n
T h e r a p i s t : - A t I n l m n r . '
black to you that you can t
, t v»^ never started this
Client: "Tec. '
« Utlnr 1"
thera^r. I was happy
kin(j of person 1
vortdf'There, I "f^^lTa
«B. W between
to bo, but now there

u
m y ideal and v-tat I Era*

I wish people hated roe* I try
to r.akc thcri hate as because then I could turn away from
then and could blame then. But, no, it's all in my hands,
here is my life, end I either accept the fact that I an
absolutely worthless, or I fight whatever it is that
holds no in this terrible conflict# And I suppose that
if I accepted the fact that I cn worthless, then I
could go away someplace and get a little rooci oaneplace,
get a mechanical Job someplace, and retreat clear back
to the security of my dream world where X could do things,
have clever friends, be a pretty wonderful sort of per
son.*
Therapist: "It's really a tough straggle, digging
into this like you are, and at tines the shelter of your
dream world looks more attractive and comfortable."
Client* ttJ*y

dream world...or suicide."

Therapist* "Your dram world or something more
permanent than dreams
Client: "Yes." (a long pause, convicte change of
voice) "Co I don't see why I should waste your time
coning in twice a week. I'm not worth it. hhat do
you think?"
Therapist: "It's up to you. It isn't wasting my
tine. I'd be glad to see you whenever you concr but
it's how you feel about it. If you don't want to come
twice a week, or if you do want to cone twice a week,
once a week, it's up to you." (long pause)
Client: "You're not coing to suggest that I come in
of tenor? You're not alarmed 6nd thin!: I ought to core
in every day until I get out of this?"
Theraoist: I believe you are able to make your own
decisions. I'll see you whenever you tant to cone."
Client (note of awe in voice): "I see# I may be
afraid of myself, but you aren't afraid for me."
Therapist: "You say you may be afraid for your®*1*,,,
and arc wondering why I don't seem to be afraid for you*
Client: "You have more confidence in ne than I have."
(long pause) "I'll see you next week.. ..maybe*

rOlbld.

*9
These are issues, of course, v/hich test the philo
sophical position of euch a point of view as is bainc
expressed in this paper to its ultimate, and, perhaps in the
final analysis, an issue which each person would have to de
cide for himself, Only a general theoretical position nay
bo presented and, perhaps, the functioning of the therapist
in this ae veil as in any situation depends upon his own
reaction to the situation at the time that it occurs.
This type of therapy cannot—indeed, rust not—be a
technique.
It could never be rigidly enforced as a dopnatic
principle to be invariably followed, but rather rust be
Yieved as a point of view, a philosophical orientation the
operational demonstration of which must rest with the thera
pist*e ovm personality structure. It nay bo observed,
however, that the more deeply the therapist does rely upon
the strength and potentiality of the client, the core deeply
21
does he discover that strength,
then the therapist accepts a client as ho io from his
ovn frame of reference, he frees the client to explore hie
life and experience anew, frees him to perceive in
experience new meanings and new qoals#

21ibM.
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The question* then, that would arise:

Is the

therapist genuinely willing, for the client to organize and
direct hie own life?

Is he willing for him to select goals

that are eociol or anti-eoclal, moral or immoral?
Kven more difficult, is he willing for the client to
choose regression rather than growth, or maturity, to ct®se
neuroticisffi rather than mental health, to choose to reject
help rather than to accept it, to choose death rather than
life?
To me it appears that only as the therapist is com
pletely willing that any outcome, any direction nay be
chosen— only then does ho realize the vital strength
of the capacity and the potentiality of the individual
for constructive action* It ie as he is willing for
death to be the choice that life in chosenJ for
ncuroticisn to be the choice that a healthy normalcy
is chosen#
In a research study, Fiedler reports that among suc
cessful therapists, the following characteristics were the
most frequently encountered:
host characteristics The therapist is able to
participate coinpletely in the patient's communication#
V r r v c h a r a c t e r i s t i c : The therapist's coenents are
always right in line with vhat the patient is trying
to convey#
The therapist sees the patient as a co-worker on
a ccanon problem#
The therapist treats the patient rs an equal#

22Ibld*.

p#
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The therapist is veil able to understand the
patient's feelings.
The therapist really tries to understand the
patient's feelings.
The therapist always follows the patient's line
of thought•
The therapist's: tone of voice cor.veyc the ccnplcte
ability to share tho patient's feelings.*-3
At the negative end of the scale arc placed those
It ens which describe the therapist as hostile to, or dis
jointed by, the patient, or acting in a superior fashion.

At

the extreme negative pole was the statement, "Therapist shows
no comprehension of the feelings the patient 1b trying to
communicate."
It's not surprising that comprehension, or the degree
of communication, would rank high with successful therapists
and low with unsuccessful therapists. This finding clearly
demonstrates the importance of empathy end complete underetanding on the part of the therapist. Sane of the items
also indicate the respect which the therapist has for the
client.

Cuite lacking is any statement of a tutorial role,

a tutorial or authoritarian role being played by therapisto
who experience success with their patients. The importance
of a complete and sensitive understanding of the client's

i.
Fiedler, "The Concept of an Ideal Thera
peutic Relationship,"
Consult.. Psychol., 9v ,
23Fred

239-245.
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attitudes and feelings on the* r>een to hlsn—the client"— ie
supported by Fiedler*® vork#
The basic hypothesis concerning the capacity of the
individual for self-initiated constructive handling of the
issues involved in life situations has not yet, of course#
been definitely proved or disproved by any research evidence#
At this time# it nay only bo stated that clinical
experience does secci to support this hypothesis#
It must bo adnitted that thin ie, of course, unsatis
factory frcn the scientific point of view#
V#

THE ATTITUDE OF TK1: CLIEUT

The expectation of the client in therapy will Govern
his perception to a considerable extent#
The rang* of these expectations is tremendous#
The client nay here expected the counselor to be a
parental ttsur# who will ehield hln Iron ham and vho
ijt 11 take over the Guidance of his life#
y
expected the therapist to be aF*£?«u1tic* °causin<- hin
vd.ll rrobe to the root of hie difficultly, caym nm
frent pain ^ d r .akinn^
Sdvic^r-lverV,' end this
nay have expected bin to be an
.
desired, or it
advice may be Genuinely aMdeoendentl ^.irea,
nay he denired In »^er t^t^cHent^^pro^t
advice wronCj Jhe ®-7»
.
pgvcholorical counsel!STlSSS? Son SS-SS'UpSrtS3.« « -«•"•
will be labeiled( looked u^n a. gnon-.al, I urtj
treats with little rcnpect-^thue^ay^^ counseli ™ S e^nnnlon or'the authorlty ^ ^ t n ,
the SSSrK1^

"2-"-.knOTle4Ce °f
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client— centerod therapy, view the counselling interview
as a place where he vill have to solve his own problems,
and this nay seen to his a positive, or a very threaten
ing possibility. Ever, this enumeration of some of the
most common expectations which the client brings to
therapy, barely suggests all the ramifications which
they may have.^k
now, it seems that the therapy experience would be
facilitated if both the client and the therapist were to
perceive the relationship in similar fashion.

The problem

is hovr this nay be brought ebout.
One thing is clear;

according to the hypothesis upon

which this paper is based, the perception will not ccme about
as a result of telling the client how he ought to experience
the relationship.
Meaningful perception is a matter of direct sensory
experience.
It not only does not help, but it may actually hinder
a unified perception if the therapist attempts to describe
intellectually the character of the relationship or of the
process.
There is one way in which the desired relationship may
be brought about.

It can perhaps best be shown in the words

of a client;
This type of psychological help seemed strange to me
at the first meeting. I wondered, *Kow in the devil can

2%ogers, on. clt.. p. 67«

S4
this help no—Just talking about things that weren't even
clear to ne#* I won't deny that after that first nesting
I doubted vhcther he could help ne. • • •
* . • Through having to put ny concerns into words and
logical sentences, vftich was necessary as I couldn't keep
silent longer than the counsellor, I began to unuerstand
then better and sav? then in different lights# tone o. ny
varus thoughts v.*ere put into words by the counsellor so
that I had a fuller understanding of the three things I
was concerned over# After 1 told him of ny problems and
he didn't suggest any solution-which was what I had errectcd fron counselling—I found, again, that silence
could be embarrassing, and found it necessary t<> raake up
sotic methods of ovcx*conin£ ny difi.icultl.cOf vfhicn XfltcF
heinr rephrased by the counsellor, beran to nake sense. «

# . # During the interviews, ny psychologist took ray
views and thoughts and made them so that I could understand what was going on# he didn't conclude bhem, but
stated them back to tie so I could draw ny own conclusions,
Things vo talked about seemed clearer in ray nind and or
ganised it to an ejrt est where ncnt I believe I c?n think
things out for myself#**
And furthers
I was lost in your presence, especially when I was
told X had an hour with you. 1 could either sit, or
talk, or do as I pleased# The impression I received was
of being left alone, all on ray own with ^
^
X soon discovered that by talking of ray in^®cicl^ and
rroblen, I was able to see clearly that ray rroblca \ms
i>ein<- solved of ray own initiative, rather than the
counselling of ray interviewer.^
The safety of the relationship with the counsellor,
the complete absence of any threat, permits honesty—even the
25^ rinkin. "The Client Evaluates Uon-dircctive
Therary," J. cS»h.ls2S52l^ 137"U6> P* 1Wl
g6Ibld..

P. UX.
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honesty of inconsistency-—find makes the situation very nuch
different from an ordinary' conversation or social behavior.
The therapeutic interview bee ones a place whore one
can talk directly about concerns as they are felt.
The client is able, of course# to communicate perhaps
only a snail fraction of the attitudes end feelings he is
experiencing, but this apparently commences a process which
becomes continuous and serves to chanpe— and, in same cases,
reverse—his former patterns of behavior#
The effect of the interview doesnH cease when the
client walks out the door#

The therapy hour is carried over

into other experiences#
The realization that sane change is occurring, that he
is experiencing new feelings, e-eens to give the client per
sistence in continuing the interviews*
VI#

THE ElPEHlEIiCS OF THE CXJEET

In a study made at the counselling center of the
University of Chicago over a three-month period, it was found
that only approximately three per cent of some fifteen hun
dred appointments were broken#2? In only three instances
out of one hundred did the client simply fail to show up#
This element is usually also experienced with sone astonich27llogere,

o£# cjt., p# 75 •
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merit by the client*

Client© opesk of talking about "things

I had never previously thought of" and they describe with
vividness facts that have been denied consciousness for scene
years. This experience of diecovering within himself atti
tudes and ©notions which have been deeply buried out of
awareness, constitutes one of the deepest and most signifl—
cent aspects of therapy*
During counceling> I was forced in ny onm mind to
admit that several of these things vere v/rong. I be
gan to think end actually admit things to nyself
about myself that I had never considered admitting
before.' I began to seo *U3t what was at the root of
all of ny actions, why I was so often apt to cover
up what I had done vith excuses
This expedience can be conewhat depressing or dis
illusioning in some cases*
As for the counseling I have had, I can say this#
It really makes a man ctrip hie mind bare, and when
he does, he knows then what he really is and what
he can do—or at least he thinks he knows himself
oretty well,
for myself, I know that my ideas
were a little too big for what I really en. But
now I realise that one must start at his own level. • .

« ..Kow, after four visits, I have a much clearer
picture of nyself and my future. It makes me
a
little depressed and disappointed, but on ta© other
hand it has taken nt out of the dark} the load cecns
a lot lighter now—that is, I can see cry way, now. I
knov; what I v,-ant to do. I know about Vatican do.
So now that I can sec ny goal, I will be able to work
a whole lot easier at ny own level•<5"/
2CUpkin,

or. cit; P. H2.

g^Ibid..

p. U2-1/.3.
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And again, in the words of another client:
X started to talk of the things that had bothered r®
and, at intervale, Kr. L. solidified ny rambllnge into
a few clear, concise words# Many of the thoughts and
fears in ny rolnd v-ere vague# I couldn't put then into
exact, clear, words. The fear van the thing that over
whelmed r.y thoughts# I had never seen these clearly.
X couldn't put it into words that ecened to mean enything to ne# Mr# I.# took these vague thoughts and fears
and rut then into i.'ordc that I could understand and see
clearly# By doing so, I could seo clearly their degree
of importance# fane of the things I was afraid of now
seemed unimportant, an they actually were. Fear,
h,
is something that combats reasoning# 1 needed help w.c
Mr# 1# rave it to re# During the second meeting, I re
ceived ny f i r s t Jolt# Taking ay vague thoughtc,hetold
ne In a few words what they really
in a sweat# I was trembling, somewhat
• J™®
few %;ords had opened the door for me. V hen I walked out
into the street after that BcetlnC,
were in a new world# Ieople looked dI f f c. 1
human. The world seemed a better place to live in# . . .

In school I arplled e«e of
-h^Jo^bStler
and found that they worked. I J*^ed t f flnd
tenwith the other studente and at tines
. u beca;;0 lust
sion almost vanished# At tlne.j that receded when I nade
as bad, but it came in waves nw that receoeu
an effort# * • *
. . , Curlnn suhee^ent^eeU^.fIfl«arncdinoreiar.did
other fears that I had J*M Mn fear. A night ago I
ings being related 'to i^^tlen and for the first time in
wrote another piece of fi
that I wanted to cay.
el* years It tad everything. l^fthls
It was good, en*- »«y ir

#

#

#

.
relief to get
It was an immediate reixw t l

of these
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fears and the tension and the misery that roes with
it J°
Still another aspect of this experience of reorganiza
tion of personality involves a similarity to psycho-drama.
The client is trying out on a symbolic and verbal level the
new self, the now behavior toward which he is struggling.
One often sees evidence of this in the interviews.
Last time, I was using the time a little differently
from the way I do sometimes, because I vas trying to
get nyeelf to say something and then to see if it was
true—or if I'd know if it were true after I said it.
Sometimes you can eort of try out different expressions
of feeling to see whether they do any good or not,
whether they fit or not .31
Progress appears to be experienced by the client
almost from the first.
It la the fact that he discovers that some of the
issues that he has discussed, some of the denied
experiences which have been accepted, no longer cause
him pain or anxiety—which encourages the client to
go forward. The realization that one segment of
personality organization has been reconstructed, end
that new forms of behavior result fran It—this it
is that builds the client's confidence in his
ability to make progress In exploring hiriS-elf.-1
And, again*
Tliis sense of progress and achievement is felt not
only in moments of elation and pleasure, but also *...en
the road seems darkest and the confusion greatest, i-u
is clear that even In a feeling of retrogression the

3°Ibld.. pp. 145-146.
32IMd.

Rogers, o^. cit*t p. O *

experience of rrogress is with the client end buoys hie:
up. This appears to be characteristic of most clients.
It is not infrecuently true that the blackest noods and
the deepest despair cone rather shortly before the end
of therapy. Looking at it more deeply, we nay say that
to face the most threatening denied attitudes, the client
needs to feel considerable confidence, which comes from
the recognition that one issue after another lias been
resolved, that on© experience after another has been
assimilated. Yet it ie still true that these most basic
denials are deeply upsetting when brourht out Into t,.e
therapeutic hour, and that all the post confidence can
not prevent the client from plunging into despair as he
discovers that much that is basic to his personal
organisation is false and must bo painf lly rebuilt.
Ionetheless, the backdrop for this mood of discourage
ment is a series of experiences of vital Inner progress
and reorganisation and, black and tragic as the present
discovery nay sees, the positive settin" in which it
takes place is also a part of the total experience *or
the client.33
In therapy, the client learns new aspects of himself,
new ways of relating to others, new ways of behavior. Therapy
may be thought of an an experiencing ©£ the self, rather than
an experience about the eelf. Thus, the intcllectuallsing,
introspective Inter.et in self drops away in favor of a more
primary experience. The material being explored in the
interviews progresses from pa°b to present—not a steady pro
gression, of course, for in one respect early interviews are
often concerned vdth present problems. But, in general, the
experience of the client seems to focus itself more and rore
upon the present perceptual situation. He tends to begin
33ibid.» p» £5»
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vith eornc mst aspect, then gradually faces the crucial and
often unpleasant issue as it exists in the present. Thus,
therapy ends vith the person dealing vith himself, with his

own attitudes, emotions, values, goals, as they currently
exist. Be learns that it is safe to leave the less-dangerous
consideration of the symptoms and to focus upon the discovery
of himself here and now—the immediate, experiential, direct
perception of self, the "territory" and not the *££>."34
Shearer hac raade o major study vhich indicates that:
1. There is a tendency for the "acceptance of self,"
operationally defined, to increase during tx.erapy. Ac
ceptsnce of self, according to the definition used,
means that the client tends*
To perceive himself as a person^of worth, worthy
of respect rather than condemnation}
To perceive hie standards as beinjbasedupon his
own experience rather than upon the attitudes or
desires of others;
To perceive his own feelings, motives^ social
personal experiences without distortion o* the basic
sensory data}
To be comfortable in acting in terms of these
perceptions.
The essential elements would appear to be that the
individual at the end of therapy perceives hinsclf as a r orc

3'•Alfred

Korsyhski, Science and Senitx (Lancaster, Pa.!
Science Fress Frintinf Co.,
^^Elizabeth T. Shearer, "An Analysis of the Relation-

Counseling Oases.J. Conrult. Ffivchol.. lc,49» 12» 1&,-!/;>.
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adequate person with more worth and more possibility of meet
ing life. He permits more experiential data to enter aware
ness and thus achieves a more realistic appraisal of himself,
his relations, and his environment*

He tends to place the

basis of standards within himself, recognizing that the
"goodness" or •'badness" of any experience or perceptual
object is not something inherent in that object, but is a
value placed upon it by himself. In the language of Zen, he
comes to recognize the "suchness", or the "isness," of
reality and his relationship with It, tending to no longer
pin such dogmatic and rigid importance to such labels as
-good," "bad," and other social and cultural mores. Not that
he flies in the face of society or culture, or disregards
mores or conventions, but simply that he tends to reco. nize
them for themselves, for what they are—as labels, nothing
more—not reality itself, but

simply

convenient signposts,

useful when recornized ee signposts, but devastating when
confused or perceived as objects of importance in and of
themselves.
The client tends to enter therapy regarding himself
critically, feeling more or less worthless, and judging
himself quite largely in terns of standards set by others.
He has an ideal for himself end sees this ideal as very
different from his present self. Emotionally, the balance
of feelings about himself swings decidedly to the negative
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side, and, as therapy proceeds, he often feele even more dis
couraged and critical about himcelf* He finds that he
frequently experiences very contradictory attitudes tovard
himself, and as he explores these he gradually becaaes more
realistic in his perception of himself and more able to
accept himself *as is."

As he develops more concern in

regard to his current feelings and attitudes, he finds that
he can look at them objectively and experience then—neither
as a basis for emotional self-condemnation nor self-approvali
thev are s5mr>ly himself observed in action*
Tliis aelf, "as i«iB is increasingly accepted, accepted
not in the intellectual sense, but simply unaelf-conscioucly
accepted*
As these changes take place, he feels himself to be
more spontaneous In hie attitudes and behavior, experiencing
himself as a store real person, a store unified person,
tie chances from high level abstractions and wide generalleatlons to store differentiated perceptions closely rooted
in primary experience*
This examination of the rich primary experience exposes
the falsity of many of his generalisations, his tendency to
view the symbol or experience the symbol, as the reality, the
conceptual as the concrete*
This process does not just "hap-en," it is facilitated
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by the special conditions of the therapeutic relationship,
the complete freedom to explore every portion of the per
ceptual field and the complete freedom from threat to the
a elf, which the client-centered therapist in particular pro
vides#
The client has been living by a sap, in therapy, he
discovers first of all that the nap is not the territory,
that the experiential territory is very different and far
more complex.

He also discovers that, even as a map, his

map has contained pane serious errors.

Therapy gives him

the protected opportunity to come down from the high level
abstraction of his map and explore the territory of primary
experience.

By the time he is constructing a new map with

the new a\?areness that it is only a map and not experience
itself, therapy is ready to conclude.
Using other semantic terminology, we night cay that
the client gradually reduces the intentional quality of hie
reactions—his tendency to see experience in absolute and
unconditional terns, to over^gensralise, to be dominated by
concept or belief, to fail to anchor his reactions in space
and time, to confuse fact and evaluation, to rely upon ideas
rather than upon einple straightforward reality-testinl
and move toward a more ertontlonol type of reaction.
This may be defined ar the tendency to see things in
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United, concrete, actual, differentiated terns, to be aware
of the space—tine anchorage of facts—the Immediacy of facts,
in other words—to be dominated by facts, not by concepts, to
evaluate in multiple ways, to be aware of different levels of
abstraction end that they are abstraction and various levels
of it, to test his inferences and abstractions by reality, to
participate in reality.

These ideas are all part of the

fundamental thinking in semantics.35
The hunan being deals with much of his experience by
neans of symbols,

fynbole tend to become generalised, as

opposed to differentiated, generalised to the point of on
almost complete state of utter meaninglessness—meaningless
in the sense that they are no longer attached in any meaning
ful way, or very slightly, or momentarily, or peripherally
attached in any meaningful way to the fundamental data of
the senses.

The direction of movement in therapy* then,

should be toward the concrete, the direct, the immediacy of
experience.
The a?torl experience of Zen would be the "AhaI
experience of Cestalt psychology.

The change is in the

35s. I. Hayakawa, Lan^-uage In Thought snd Action (hew
York: aIlarcourt, Brace, 194V) 1 * endaTl ohnson,
a
zyfrSi<
fuand rles (Pew York: Harper t Bros.,1946), Alfred horsy
? > W e and Sanity (Lancaster, Pa.: Science P r « P r i n t i n g
Do.. TvsJTT rieuscE and Bateson, C^unlcatloni The vociai,
Matrix of Society (New York: Norton,
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direction of from perceiving elements as rigid end fixed to
perceiving them as *loose* or changeable#
We mightf therefore, define psychotherapy fron the
phencnenolo^ical r>olnt of view as: The provision of
experience whereby the individual is enabled to make
more adequate differentiation of the phenomenal self
and its relationship to external reality* If euch
differentiations can be made, the^need of the
individual for maintenance and enhancement or tne
phenomenal self will do the rest#"5
The phenomenal self le here eecn by fnyee and Combe
to have mere conceptual reality.

As the Individual c;ocs

to recornlee this, to bo able to differentiate, In other
words, the symbolic or phenomenal eelf frcm the reality of
experience or the "le-ness" or the -euchn.es- of Zen, he
ernes closer end eloser to the actual, the concrete, and
proceeds. In Zen terms, toward satori, or, in the terms of
test era rsycholory, toward the culmination of therapy.
Ve have the acceptance or the recognition for the
individual of the envlrorcnent as it Is, rather than as
*
0-* expectation, or eyr.bol,
rigidly defined in terns of eet, o.
„ .
« V tl,i® is soar thing rather difficult to
or concept* M vf t.as xo
. A«rine it you
it into words. It
define because when you defi
be verbalized; it ic
G
cannot, indeed, by its very
»
^ beyond
beyond words; likewise, it ic beyond silence.

Donald Snyfg and
j^br«rblolorg (»cw Tork
Behavior: A Kew D~nc
ffff22Harper i.. Bros*, 1949 it P*
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both words and silence simply makes it non-verbal or noneynbolic, but nonetheless real or actual; Indeed, being real,
being actual, is precisely what it is*
mundane examples

To rive a very

The taste of an avocado is certainly beyond

both words and silence.

Its lanediacy of perception, its

direct experience, however, is both actual and concrete, as
well as being <*^7 arrived at if the avocado is available
end the individual is willing—both psychologically and
physically willing.

He must be willing to accept the taste

of the avocado as a direct experience*

As Ion? as he

attempts to verbalise about it, to describe it in conceptual
terms or symbols, define it as "green" or "round* or in any
such fashion, the essential nature of the taste of the avo
cado vrill, of course, forever escape him.

The solution Is

simply to drop all cuch intellectual ratiocinations and
experience directly the avocado itself.
Thus, the phenomenal self of Sny££ and Ccnbs37 vanishes
and the relationship to external reality Itself is perceived
directly; and this direct perception becomes the self, or is
indistinguishable from the self*

»I am as I experience," or,

perhaps rather, "I am my experience*"

I do not taste the

avocado, then, in the sense of a separate phenomenal self

37ibid.
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experiencing the taste of tho avocado, but, as I experience
it directly, in a cense I an the taste of the avocado—a
direct, immediate experience, with no intervening variable of
a phenomenal self.
The conclusion of therapy finds the client experiencing
reality directly, wholesomely, and unself-consciously, with
out feeling the compulsion to stand off from himself and
watch himself, to be critical of himself, to feel unworthy,
and so onj but rather e imply to be himself, which is what he
must do or be, unavoidably, in any event.

Thie ie inescapable,

then he recognises this and accepts it genuinely, viscerally
accepts it, that is the end of therapy in a very analogous
way that satorl is the end of Een.
As therapy progresses, the client comes to realise
that he is trying to live by what others think, that he ic
not being his real self, and he becomes less end less satis
fied with this situation.
But if he is to relinq'iirh these introjected values,
what is to take their placet
There ensues a period of confusion and uncertainty as
to values, a certain sense of insecurity in having no basic
for Judging what ic right or wrong, good or bad.
Gradually, this confusion is replaced by a dawning
realization that the evidence upon which he qsn base a value
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judgement is supplied by his own senses, his own experience.
Ehort-ternt and long-terra satisfactions can be recognised riot
by what others say, but by examining ore's own experience.

A

value system is not necessarily something imposed fror. with
out, not for adults—it is, for children, but not for adults
—it is something experienced.
He discovers that he has within himself the capacity
for weighing the experiential evidence and acting upon those
thirds which make for the long-run enhancement of himself.
Characteristic of the change in the valuing process
during therapy is that the client moves away free a state
where hie thinking feelinff and behavior are roverned by the
Judgements and expectations of others toward a state in which
he relies ur-on his own experience for his values and
standards.
VII#

"KQH-VERBAL" TRERAPT

That the psychotherapy situation is experiential ee<na
a well-founded hypothesia, atrlkingly demonstrated by
case in which there were no verbalised insists, little
expression of attitudes, no certain expresalon
experience!
Joan vraa one ^^^^ch^ee^ct^the local"high
counseling onc~^aH™ TheVirls' advisor, "I feel »®
^^^ouldnU even teli hfn what ny problem ic.
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V M I I V M I tell hlxa for me?"

£o, the advisor told me before
i saw Joan that she worried
r^n^eSed*
adviser added that she had noticed that «.o~n secaea
alviiys to be eo alons* • • •
* The first tine I saw Joan she talked a little
about her problem and quite a bit about her -areata,
vhon clie seemed to be e^iito fond# » *
>
* ,, «
lon^. lone rouses. The next four interview
^
recorded verbatim on this
p i e c e of paper.
Bj vhe
Riddle of Koveibcr, Joan remarked,
«rj foinr
rretty rood.1* ho elaboration on that#
*
advisor 'commented that the
"
Joan vas now trilling a friendly £Wetirc vh«" However.
This vas unheard-of before. However,
her in the hall.
the idvi«r hid aeen little of Joan and could W
nothing of her contacts with other atuder. s.
.
ber, there wan one interview durins vhlch Joan tnlkcd
rvoc.iv
The others v/ere characterised by silence,
she sat, apparently deep in thought, occasionally

fcs asfe/jsas.

w h i l e

the

IS s'eb'fol?

?^a£?sls fo^t^t ele=tlonsia always

S K T S S S S S S | r » S U M don't think I
need to eee you any more."-J1
Experiences of this kind ee« to indicate that therapy
:an move forward even though verbally the client exhlbita few
,f the elements which seen, to be characteristic of therapeutic
prorresa.

In this case, there was very little verbal

exchange.

It was apparently due to the experience of the

relationship; tho client apparently novas

trm

the cxrorlen<!*

ins of himself aa an unworthy, unacceptable and unlovable
person to the realization that he is accepted, respected and

3CRorerc» ££• cit., p* 159«
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loved In this limited relationship with the therapist—loved
in the sense of being deeply understood and deeply acceptcd«
Even during her periods of silence and shyness, as well as
in the tines when she could talk, she found acceptance*

~he

discovered that she could be a silent person and still be
liked) that she could be her shy self and still be accepted
—thus) giving her a feeling of worth and changing her rein—
tionship to others outside of the therapy hour. As ehe finds
that she is accepted by others, the characteristics of shy
ness and withdrawn-ness tend to drop away.
It has been ehown that when maladjusted children who3are retarded in reading are given even a moderate number of
therapeutic sessions and handled in a client-centered manner,
there is an improvement in the functioning of the child In
reading as measured by standardized tests.

In the study

conducted by Bills,nine therapy sessions in which reading
was In no way the focus of the experience were accompanied by
an increase of approximately one year of reading skill during
thirty school-days tine. This was in a group of eight children
who showed marked retardation in reading ability as compared
3'Virginia

Axline, "Flay Therapy Experiences As Describ
ed 3y Toung Participants," J. Consult. Frychol., 1953, JJ&
53—63»
Robert E. Bills, "Kon-diractive Play Therapy \ ith
Retarded Readers," J. Consult. Psychol., 19;0, liu 140-149.

Ill
vlth their rating on an intelligence test.
Rather striking instances of the effectiveness of
eimpl© acceptance in therapy nay be gained from a study of
play therapy with Children.

The child nay cone and Bit down

and continue to do Just that. lie nay Just sit throughout the
entire hour.

The total silence nay continue for one hour or

for twenty hours.

There is no apparent catharsis, no

reflection of feelings J there are no verbalised insights, no
self-searching, in short, none of the phenomena generally
believed characteristic of the psychotherapeutic process.
Not infrequently, however, these cases sust be adjudged suc
cess ful on the basis of reports of altered behavior from
adults who deal vith the child.
A fourteen-year-old boy is referred because he wr.ylays and robs enaller children, hits strange eututs
without apparent provocation, uproots fences, doe3
unsatisfactory school work, and executes cats by pf"""
Ing. He flatly refuses to discuss anything vith tr.«
therapist and spends r.ost of hie fifteen weekly sessions
c*ooet8
reading conic books, nethodically searching
and desk, raising and lowering the v.lndov c.;ade~ t*nd
looking out the windows in silence. In the nicct ox
these seemingly unprofitable contacts, his teacher
reports tl^at he has performed an act of uneelicited
generosity—the first ever noted in his
J®?1?*
the school. His teacher tells the Jherapistthat he
has used his printing press to print rrograar for a
class skating partv and ha* distributed tnese to hia
clasnsatee although no one has suggested It
Ae she puts it, "This is hie first social act.
* or
h
the first time, an interest in ^tf ^iall? one of
noted. Ills teacher cays, *Vhy, he e actually
uc now. V/e never even notice bin nov:.
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Another twelve-year-old Is rGferredfaratte^rtedrspe
and for school work so poor that he k?%Jecn t^ken
hie claserooR in order to be tutored In ^**J ?nnn he does
adjustment teacher. During his thereP3r ®«el°no he does
his srcllia^ honevork or describes tnc latest c°™ _J'B .
has seen. Once, he brings e deck of cards and hc and the
therapist play •"t-'ar." This Us the overt extent of their
relationship, then the semester is over he is returned
to his grade where ho Is reported, "doing very v?ell.
Konths later, he is walking along the street with a
friend and he accidentally meets the therapist, he intro
duces then and says to the friend, "Tou ought to go see
hin on account of you can't learn to read. He helps kids
who are in trouble
Again, a thirteen-year-old boy is referred for his
explosive, outbursts of aggression and for his longstand
ing "torturing" (unspecified) of a classmate, he
inquires about the therapist's first name, which just
happens to be the same as that of the tortured classmate.
From then on, he calls the therapist by thin nanc alone.
V!.en he is at the height of his sociability, he play©
tic-tac-toe with the therapist. By dint of always going
first, he wins nearly every game, and scornfully keeps a
record of hie victories, i'oct of the tine, however, is
spent ©eated at the window, hie back to the therapist,
counting the numbers of the various brand® of automobiles
which pass, hhen the hour ends, he throws his tally
sheet on the therapist's table and ©talks out. After ten
such cessions the therapist tells hin that he cave© the
hour for him, but that he need not cone anv more f he
does not wish to. His reply is, n;hat do you near, not
cone
I'll4w
come till—J
the cowsr.come lun.e.
hone « ThL>
u«
~ 4 any more<
tun
uctV^
Ih©n
he misses
two weeks
in ar, w.~.
row and upon his
return
"I didn't feet like ccninp, eo I didn't." At^be
the semester, he, too, ie "doing vdry well." His
has become fond of him because he is so helnful end
cooperative, he has stayed after school to helu with t i school newspaper. his teacher adds, "he's
J
cuch. V.h,1 I don't know what 1'd do rttallS?
Cater, like theee arc for froo

rare>

Herc la

^

eraaple froo a play oontaet with a nine-year-old boy who had
tpent the entire hour painting In r,Hence!
Dick!

"S'.ow nuch tine do I have left',*
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Therapist!

"Seven minutes, Pick."

Dick! "I taifhfc as veil fo ami rock a^tile." (He
roes and sits in the rocking chair, lie closes hlc eyes
and quietly rocks.) "How much tine do I have left now."
Therapist!

"Five more minute?, Dick."

Dick (tirhs very deeply)!
fill to myself."

"Ah...»five none minutes

Therapist (very softly)!
ov.-n, Dlckl"

"Five more minutes ell your

Dick: "Teci" (Enid with much feelinr. he rocked
Silently for the rest of tho hour; his eyes are chut in
apparent -enjoyment of the peace.)
Therapist!

"It feels food Just to sit and rock'."

Dick nods#
Therapist:
Dick."

"That's all the ttae m M«

Dick: "Okay.- CB. eg.
the door with the therapist. Tte> ra ro
rocs out. A minute later he knocks at t
thought I'd f,et you some clean water.
Therapist!

•*»

tD help

for toia7'

7

«X

DlCk'"

Dick:' "Tea. I ?>'J*l£S£VSHSi
S&fuS that
|
ha^ve? cad. an .front to
clean u? after his painting.J
. . . . t h e r a p i s t ' s w i l ll i n e a r t o l e t D i c k
It seems as if the therapist
.-fl<s(ld by hla as an opportunity for reybe silent was experienced by nva
M- v'thout lonelincsa. It *PPM«
eholo/rieal privacy, yet v. ,
v a ^ e ability to tolerate silence
the therapist must have the abm y

^Borcrct £2" S&"

p?* 2U'24?#

IH
without eribarrassaent•

A therapist who feels rejected when

the client fails to pour out hie problems will only ad! to
the client's anxiety by a display of his own*
In the hour vhich belongs to hlsi, the child finds en
adult who Is not chocked by anything he docs, who allows the
expression of hie every feeling, and vho treats his utter
ances with a respect vhich no other adult offers to the rare
extent#

Reflection and clarification of feelings serve to

help the child to bring then out Into the open where they
can be looked at. If the child feels understood, he tends
to bring out deeper naterial. Since the thera.lst r
feelings which ore positive, negative, or aabivnlent, end
regardless of their object or the nunber of tires they occur,
Is valued above the rest#
no specific attitude or content is
knowir* the therapist's opinion,
The child has no way of knowing v
aa

neither rraiee ner

e,Pre«lont ere *#.«!- br hi. — r«b.r th.n
therapist's persuasion#

L2

i r'VOlT OF rntSOHALlTT
A
Via statod, utllUinf
###«» et^y now b«
A theory of personality
VIII*

the foregoing:

t2Ibid,,

F* 254*
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1. Every individual exists in a continually changing
world of experience of which he is tho center.
2. The organism reacts to the field as it is exper
ienced end perceived. This perceptual field is, for
the individual, "reality."
3. The organism reacts as an organised whole to this
phenomenal field#
iV. The organism has one bnslc tendency end striving!
To actualise, maintain, and enhance the experiencing
orgflnien.
5. Behavior is basically the goal-directed attempt of
the organism to satisfy its needs as experienced in the
field as perceived.
6. The best vantage-point for ^erstandlng behavior
ie from ti e internal frame of reference of the individual
himself.
7. A portion of the total perceptual field gradually
becomes differentiated as the self.
?. As a result of interaction vith the environment,
and particularly as a result of evolustional i n t c r ^^^ n
vith others, the structure of self is f o r J®t" a £ f o r c
ized. nuid. but consistent conceptual pattern or
perceptions of characteristics and relationships, together
vith values attached to these concepts.
o

rhe values attached to experiences are in some
values experienced directly by b h c o r r s n l n ^
and in none instances values Introjectcd o taken v
from others but perceived in distorted fashion a.
they had been experienced directly.

Instances

in

Psveholorieal naiadJustnent exists vhen the
denies to awareness elrnlflcont sensory and
visceral experiences.
orcanlCT

ZX.

V.IiAT IS "SUCCESSFUL" TlXRAfT?

The position, then, that the therapist creates a

^ 3 Ibld», Chap. XI.
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psychological climate wherein the client 1® able to discover
himself as he is and accept himself ond his relation to hie
environment realleticatly is, indeed, the only defensible
position, may be indicated by considering the difficulty of
defininc nuch a criterion as "eucccsc" in therapy by any
outside frame of reference:
1# The removal of symptoms nirht be a definition of
success, but there are some objections to this definition,
A symrtom mipht disappear an! yet leave unchanged the
deeper psychological disturbances out of which the
symptoms arose.
2#. But, if deep personality chanpe is made the
criterion for success, not only ir> the definition of the
direction of that change a natter* of dispute omonp psy~
cholopiate and amonp political philosophers, eociolorists, law-enforcement officials, and thr.olorirns r but
it nay also be claimed that therapy may be successful
without involving personality chanr©# The client nay
cinply increase in his ability to cop© vith pressing
enviromental problems#
3* Apain, success ni£ht be defined as a point at
which the client feels satisfied within himself# But
this immediately arouses the objection that such evalu
ations are untrustworthy and subject to the flirnt jnt°
health" phenomenon, or the client nay be satisfied vith
behaviors which are ©social or even anti-social#
L. If the attempt is mad© to define success in terr.o
of social behavior end adjustment, difficulties are
ecual y nreat • A divorce or n cunnre in a Jo
}
„
nter
r
t
<
"rood" or "bad," depending upon or.e^c }
P ? ^J °? v> 2"
the interaction between client and environmCint and t.Le
interpretnti n of all the people associates tit-, his
in hie environment# Such Interpretations differ from
person to person, from eituoti n to cituati •
S. Increased productivity nay
Improvement, or
it may ae*a simply a surrender to the demands o# the
status quo#
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The Implication here, then, would be the aban
donment of any value-judgement, and the eole criterion
would be that after therapy the individual ic able to
be aware of a greater proportion of his total orgnni?nlc
rer.nonse to any situation. That this gener^ly ncunc a
novo in tTIe HTrcction of greater socialization is,
admittedly, true; but it is not the operational cri
terion upon which judgement should bo based.**1*
The difficulty of arriving at a statement of "success"
In therapy is, at present, then, even pragmatically insoluble.
The therapist must take what he pets, must not think
in terras of success or failure, must accept the client, as
he ie, as a person of integrity, dignity, and worth.

Vhen

thie is done, with no attempt nade at "guidance," however
subtle, no behavior either "approved" or "disapproved," even
by inference, the client ic able to proceed In his own way
at his own pace, to real!re his ovn fullest potential.
This must be a genuine philosophy and not a technique.
If it Is merely a technique it becomes a sort of trick whereby
a certain behavior change is actually sought by sort of pre
tending to ignore it.
Analyses euch as this paper arc useful—but only in
symbolic terms.

The destination must not be confused with

the road; nor, worse, with the signpost.
Any analysis ic, at best, a signpost, as is all lan
guage.

The analyst is functioning as a psychologist, and not

AlCarl !t« Itogers and Rosalind F. Dymond,
p
th era my and Perpomlity Change (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press,
Chap. II.

11?

a therapist#
The therapist ciu*:t abandon idcolory, concept, and
purpose, and otrriply experience, with the client, the
lsnedlacy of the therapy situation#
Thla, then, is therapy#

Just that, and no no^e#

CHAPTER V

THE cumiEsis
I.

7HE RESEARCH STUDY— \ti OVERVIEW

For a year and a half the writer has tested the hypoth
esis outlined in the foreroinn discussion during. a total of
one hundred and ninety-seven hours of therapy with fifteen
different patients.

In this admittedly limited sample, the

Justification for approaching the therapy situation with the
oajor prcmices in view as discussed seems almost etartlingly
noteworthy.

Of the fifteen clients, eleven—or cone seventy

per cent—would be adjudged to have attained markedly dra
matic Improvement to the degree of a complete cessation of
the symptoms which brought them into therapy,
How, while keeping in nind that cessation of cynptooatolozy in certainly not an ultimate criterion, as is
pointed out above, it is one of the factors usually noted in
a research study.

Of more importance than the cessa-ion of

cynrtoras w! ich can be so conveniently and objectively cate
goric el, 1c the admittedly subjective observation that these
eleven at the conclusion of therapy were all leading nuch
fuller, happier, more productive, contented, sestful, cre
ative lives, characterized by self-acceptance, acceptance of
others, understanding of self and others, and respect for
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»«lf and others.

In these three dimensions, there was cuite

a movement along the line fron lesser to grcater decree, to
an even dramatic extent,
II.

THE "FAIUJ1E* CASES

In the four cases of the fifteen which vould be
adjudged as "failure" cases or doubtful cases, one had been
through two previous psychiatric series.

He exhibited a

long history of personality difficulty and would be classed
as "severely disturbed."

In the eight interview hours, rcne

change in self perception and perception of others did occur,
changes which have lasted for some nonths.

He did, however,

drop therapy after eight interviews and, for purposes of the
statistical record, vould have to be considered anon.'; the
"failure" cases.
Another of these cases, self'-referred, a boy of
twenty-two with revere paranoid problems, wanted innediate
help*

In the series of Interviews, & long history of person

ality disturbance became cvide: t. lie seemed to arrive, in
the next-to-last interview, at cuito a cogent statement
Involving considerable insight into his own difficulties.
Re, however, did not keep the last appointment and nothing

has been heard from bin since, so that for statistical
purposes he vould have to be put Into a "failed," or at
least "doubtful" category.
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A third of the failure C£ces, another younp rzan about
twenty, c elf-referred for an inability to etudy or concen
trate, who complained of poor credos, caino for twelve inter
view hours. No appreciable procrese or charge in any
direction could be observed froa the therapist's point of
view at the end of the twelfth session, although at tinea
during the ecestone insiphts and new awarenesses did se«a
to occur*
In the fourth of the failure esses, a can of ebout
thirty-five, a chronic alcoholic for seventeen years,
referred by a social service worker, prornosic rather poor
to begin vith, a paranoid schisophrenic, with severe delu
sional naterlal as well as hallaelnctory experiences,
paralytic and epileptic-type seizures, extremely high anxiety
level, accompanied by blackouts, has been unable to work for
three years; two previous, psychiatric treatments or series of
treatments. He has been given a clean bill-of-health
neurolo-ically,

vith the University of California Medical

Clinic reporting no organic damage or neurological findings.
In the series of eight interviews, cone improvement was
noted. The blackouts ceased, the epileptic seizures ceased,
the hallucinatory episodes ceased. However, the delusional
naterlal remained. He had the feeling that he was being fol
lowed, that he was under the surveillance of government
agents, and, in the

-to-the-last interview, reached a sort

next
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of iapasae with tho therapist In which it eeer.cd that he was
«ootlonally unable to remain in tho therapy situation*

he

had been Intollectualizinr: bis difficulties, uruablo to come
to frips emotionally or expertentially with then; the thera
pist violated his own basic premise in exhibiting what mi^ht
only be termed annoyance; the client interpreted thle, or
perceived this, as rejection on the part of the therapist
and did not return.
III.

THE "SUCCESS" CASES

Vith the exception of these four caeca, the other
(eleven) cases of the fifteen could bo described ae d«nonetrating various decrees of success.
The longest space of tine that any one client was in
therapy vac thirty hours.

A girl of ecne twenty-tvo years

of age, brilliant, talented, imaginative, vac brought into
therapy by oevera unhappinesn, self-referred,

-he vould

wake up in the nomine at three or four o'clock and be unable
to restrain her eobblnn and crying ™til it vac tine to ret
up at seven-thirty or eleht. She vould vake fron nlehtnarea
screaming and cryInc. She had no idea vfcat vac causinc her
difficulties.

She had a compulsion to count-to count steps,

cracks, etc.—had a norbid fear of snakes, had been unable to
enrage in sexual relations vith her husband for some six
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nontha# She felt desperately unhappy and, at the climax of
the therapeutic interviews—or, one of the climaxes—felt
that she could not continue, and that the only solution to
her desperate unhappiness would be suicide#

At this point

the therapist faced suite an emotional challenge to his
basic hypothesis of respect for the individual and the
Individual1^ right to make his own decisions, and was able
to accept this calmly with the statement that he felt that
whatever choice the client rtade would be right for her# This
proved to be a turning point in therapy and some two or three
interviews later therapy was discontinued with a conplcte
personality change being described by the client. (This case
will be gone into verbatim later in the

It has been

soeae eight months now, since this client has left therapy,
and there is eerie indication of a continuing change#

fhe toe

recently asked to continue therapy again—or, to start again
—but this has, as yet, not occurred# Therapy» of course,
aust be recognised as a dynamic thing rather than a terminal
thing#
The second of the "successful* eases vac a woman of
some thirty-five, desperately unhappy, with both her husband
and her fourteen-year-old stepson also thinking at tines of
self-destruction.

Twelve of the fifteen hours, weeping most

of the hour, punctuated by long silences, sobs, and continued
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weplggt

At the close of therapy she stated that she felt

that she could now handle her own problem, that she felt
problem would occur but she felt differently about them,
•o they were no longer as Important as they used to be#

fhe

seemed quite happy again with her husband, fi-11 of plans for
her son, and left with the assurance that if anything devel
oped she would feel free to call#

In the ton months or so

elapsed since the close of therapy, no contact has been nade
with this client#
The third case was perhaps tho most dranatic of the
cases in seese respects#

A young man of some twenty-eight

years of age, a drug addict on parole, self-referred, entered
therapy a few moments after he had tried to obtain a "fix
and then, realising what this would mean again, phoned for an
appointment and spent some tvo hours in the first Interview.
1 know of no case in the literature which parallels the rapid
movement that this client showed#

There was no reference

mad* to the difficulties of his addiction after the first
three or four interviews•

During the next seven or eight

interviews, after which therapy was terminated, he explored
areas of his personal relations, of cccnunicating with
friends, employers, relatives, and seemed to cone to a real
grip emotionally,

expertentially,

and his interaction with others.

with himself as a person,
In the year since therapy

r
i
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has been terminated, he has had no further difficulties with
addiction, is very happily married, has attained two nronotions, and seems to demonstrate an unusually veil-integrated
and self-actualized type of personality, exhibiting tremen
dous capacity for enjoyment, for intellectual curiosity, a
genuine outpoint relationrhip with others, and all in a
natural, unaffected, uns elf-cons clous, unanalytical way.
Kow, to say that this was & result of the therapy of the
twelve hours would, of course, be inadraiocable.

One never

know3 what factors go into the dynamics of a personality
change or the behavior of any individual} but, one might cubnit that the therapy at least played a part in the total
picture. Of even more importance than the

that therapy

played or did not play is the demonstration here of what
Ropers has called the "positive growth potential" vhich the
individual will demonstrate if he finds hincelf in a situa
tion conducive to psychological growth, a situation, in
short, of acceptance rather than that of analysis, criticicn,
or interpretation, all of which intellectual factors it could
be postulated have little effect u-on the personality etructure or the "self" as defined as the part of the personality
vhich remains more or less constant in itc perceptual sphere,
in interacting with its environment.
The fourth case, or case number four, vss that of a
boy ecne eighteen years of ape, extremely intelligent, able,
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and rifted— eelf~referred because of a lack of feeling of
direction#

Re eaid he had "arent the previous semester

sleeping in the back of a friend*© car#*
enough to keep him in school.

His grades were not

During the semester of therapy

his grades improved to the point vhere he obtained all "A*#
cave one, which was a,"B" in English Composition#

Re had

also c-oplained of a difficulty in relating to others, of
having

no friends#

His behavior and attitude, as observed

frora time to tine by the therapist in informal situations,
indicated a marked change in these dimensions#

he seemed to

have many friends, to be accepted widely, to often be the
center of a laughing, talking group.
One of the most "satisfying," though, pcrhape, not so
dramatic, was case number five# a nineteen-year-old boy with
a long history of failure in school, self-referred, who ob
tained remarkable insights in a very short time (twelve hours)
and emerged frora the therapy experience with narked changes
in personality#

He had been sullen, belligerent, very

depressed, unable to make his morning classes a good deal of
the time—the type of hoy that one frequently expects to be
typically involved in "juvenile delinquency* escapades# Re
had never attained a grade of higher than *C" and noot of his
grades were below "C#*

In this relatively c.*ort time, he

"found himself," so to speak, and without really arriving at
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any intellectual or verbal confirurations—vhich ie typical
of other typeo of therapy. He merely described himself as
feelinr; differently, in rather unsophisticated lanruajre, and
he apparently did feel differently and behaved differently,
certainly#

It's a subjective impression, of courae, but ha

eeened to brinhten. One bit of objective evidence w&a hie
pradesi

They all went up, not Just to "C*« but to "D^c.
A sixth case, with vfcotn the basic premises as derived

from the contribution of the spirit of Zen or Teoien to
client-centered therapy was, I purpose, the noart dramatic of
the lot#

A firl, twenty-two years of «ce»

° was

diarnoaed

so mentally defective with an I. C. too low to measure. She
exhibited such distressing symptoms rs Jerkinr, facial tics,
crossing of eyes, stuttcrinc, etanmerinp, that the first
impression that the therapist had war that she was seriously
demented#

She was referred to the therapist by the pupil

personnel department of the colle-e where she had applied for
admission#

The collar.®

unable t0

*CCept

h€r'

fho had not nraduated from hl£h school, had an I# C* too low
to measure, and appeared to be a case that could be
in nothing short of a mental institution of eor.e type. The
therapist had a

Kechsler-Bellevue

intelligence test adninis-

tered by a school psychologist and, to his surprise—an
everyone's surprise—she was ebout abovd a/erape
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intelligence,*

The previous I.C. rating had been on the basis

of a group tesrt, a pencil and paper test. The WechslerBclleYue, an individually administered test, shoved her to be
above average intelligence, with great capabilities and
potentialities.

Therapy was undertaken on the basis of one

hour per week and tho pr enis en of complete acceptance, of
non-direction, a willingness to let happen what would happen
in the hour, was rigorously adhered to.

After ctnse six

sessions, her eyes uncrossed and regained uncrossed; her tic
ing and Jumping around and other unfortunate manifestations
of her cnotion&l problems dropped away.

After four nonthe of

therapy, at the end of that semester, she was able to enroll
in the college, passed the entrance requirements, and during
that semester maintained a very creditable average, catting
one *B," getting coaie *AB papers, taking examinations with
the other students, in competition with then, and given no
special consideration by anyone concerned.

Bow, her synntens

had been as drastic as described since the age of seven.

She

had been to two psychiatrists and one echool psychologist,
not for long treatments but for short terms.
tion could only bo described as "abysmal.*

Her heme situa

her father's

conception of discipline was to choke her into insensibility.
£he was virtually a prisoner in her heme until the mother con
sented for her to start therapy#

Vhen she started regular

classes at the college the following semester, she was a
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changed girl in every respect#

Nov, at no tine during there

interviews did the therapist deviate fron hie avowed prin
ciple of non-critical acceptance#

EG made no interpretation®,

no analyses, offered no suy.pcstions and no advice.

He lis

tened, he tried to understand what the yirl caid fron her own
frame of reference, to see her as she saw herself, and her
situation ce she saw it, and to respond in a manner which
would indicate that he was trylnf to do this#

The results,

then, each as they were, came— all of then—fron the rirl
herself, a striking demonstration of the "positive yrowth
potential** in action#

Beiny provided nothing but a favorable

psychological climate for one hour once a week, despite the
fact that the rest of her environment remained objectively
unchanred, ehe found herself more and rore able to cope with
It, with the results as described#
Case number seven, a boy of come twenty-four, twentysix, vearc of aye, self—referred, vho cane into thcrapy
coaplaininr of nervousness, desp ndcncy#

ho said he vould r°

Into a bank and then be unable to renenber his name to eifn
it to the deposit slip or the check*

He felt desperate#

he

would wake in the middle of the niyht and be unable to sleep,
and vould epend the nirht staring out the window*
extreme despondency, extreme depression.

A case of

In nine interviews

he emeryed as a self-directinr» self-rcspectiny, relaxed
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individual#

His problems remained, but he no longer felt

they were overwhelming*
then*

Ke felt euite able to deal with

n« had been failing in college (he was a C* I*, on

the C* I* Bill—or rather, an o-C* I*), because although he
had studied the material and knew It before the eran, he
would find himself unable to write the exam and would leave
before the end of the hour, dropping his paper in the waste
basket.

After the seventh or eighth interview, he simply

didn,t feel the anxiety or the tension in the examination
situation; he felt that what would happen, would happen;
that he would simply do his best, or simply do what he would
do—write the exam, turn it in, and, as be put it, •'Let the
chips fall where they may**
Case number eight, a young man of some thirty years of
age, unhappily married, vho during the course of sixteen
interviews cane to an understanding, a new relationship with
his wife that proved to be the foundation for a rebirth of
cone of the feelings that they had had for each other when
they were first married.

They had a boy cone cifcht years old,

nnd he felt that a divorce would be unfair to the child* lie
left therapy delighted with the change that he felt in himself
and in his familial situation, feeling very ambitious for the
future, going to school nights and working days.

Fe did feel

that he did not know all that he would like to about himself;
he tended to remain on a sort of intellectual level, handling
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the enotional material of the interviews with tongs, as it
were, and stated that he felt he had gone as for as he could
with *this type of therapy" and that something r?ore or deeper
could ho gotten from peycho&nalyeis«
Case number nine was a young nan of twenty-two, debat
ing with himself whether or not to leave hie wife (they had
two mQ.ll children) J whether or not to stop going to school;
whether or not to quit his job and get another job. He was
very confused, very nixed up, very disturbed, deoonstrating
what would be called in a clinic a "situational neurosis."
i.'is face was wreathed in lines of anxiety; he looked very
belligerent all the tine. At the end of seven hours many
marked changes had occurred. He no longer felt unhappy with
hie vife or with his children; he decided he wan happily
married. Ke had entered into a new relationship with his
father, with whan he hadn't rotten on for soro years.

And he

had made a decision to open hie own business, which ceened to
havo every chance for success. He was a car*r®in^CI*> ^*®d
been trained in the Amy and, having r.ade the decision and
taken the initiative to finance the business, he felt sure of
success, he left therapy enthusiastic and happy and outgoing.
Case number ten, a man of eone forty-five or fifty
years of age, a chronic alcoholic for cone thirty years, suf
fered a stroke sore three ycare ago, unable to work for thred
years, divorced (with two children).

Currently in therapy,
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he hao shown Improvement to the extent that although the
prognosis was poor at the beginning of therapy, he In now
actively engaged In looking for work* He lias roved out of
the community county canp where he had been for son© time,
and seems to be on the road to self-respect and rehabili
tation#

He hasn't drunk since beginning therapy. Of course,

in a case of this type, of thirty years* duration, it is too
early to say vhat the final outcome will be; but, then, with
the persuasion that £his paper is concerned with, it would
be a contradiction in terns to think of a final outcome, of
course# The attitude of purpoeclesenees, of Zen, seme to
be one of the central aspects of therapy, the willingness
to accept what is#
And case number eleven, the final case, and one of
the most heartening from the point of view of the therapist*
A young boy none twenty-two years of age, a police case
referred for exhibiting

elf—self-referred, really,

hiss

although it was a choice that he was given by the police,
apparently# (In a sense, all of these clients nust be selfreferred, inasmuch as they nust enter into therapy of their
own volition, remain of their own volition, and leave when
they feel the therapy is concluded.) This boy cane into
therapy concerned with homosexual tendencies which were
worrying him; he had the compulsion to exhibit himself and
he felt at the same tine that this could only lead to

r

i
i
i
I
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dicaster.

lie was euite desperate in seeking for help,

he

also felt strong cuicidal impulses, feelings of complete
despondency, lack of eelf-worth—complete lack of self-worth
—lack of self-respect.

The therapist had had 'sufficient

success by this tine in the research program that he was
able to hew with sone confidence to hie position of simple
acceptance with understanding and a genuine feeling of
letting what would happen, happen, in the interview hour,
making no attempt to structure it in any way, to direct it
in any way, and simply remaining willing to listen uncrit
ically.

This boy is still in therapy! he has now been seen

for sixteen hours.

A complete change seems to have occurred.

In the last few hours there has been no discussion of his
deviant tendencies; they seem to have dropped sway, to have
been merely symptomatic.

He is speaking actively in terns

of the future, has got a job and is going to school, and
eeccis now very active and ambitious and sestful, creative,
productive, imaginative; the feelings of despondency, the
suicidal trends, no longer seem in evidence, and his demeanor
is so changed that he seems really a different boy.

If this

one case were the only one that had occurred in an entire
lifetime of practice, the premises upon which this type of
therapy is based and the results which it obtains in terms of
human happiness and human worth would be noro than justified.
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IV,

IK THE CUEKTS* OV/N V0333

The following are acne excerpts frcra the actual
clinical hours. The best procedure here vould be to eubnlt
the complete tape for each client; the next-best vould be
to submit the verbatim interviews vith each client; but
perhaps the purposes of the paper v/ould be served—certainly
more expediently and perhaps Just as veil—by chocen excerpts.
The entire therapy-hour Is concerned, much of it, vith repe
tition, vith long eilencec, with long "barren'* periods, end
occasional flashes of insight,

The following examples are

typical?
The case nunber one as described above*

In the

second interview the client says, "I felt anxious and
depressed at the end of last interview,

I felt last week as

though you were going to stop seeing me,

I thought you felt

I was wasting ny time, and yours, too,

I can't stand the

pressures where I era, « • ,n
In the third interview che said, *• • • I wouldn't
care if I pot run over dead in the street,
that's wrong, or just wrong in our culture,
do something independently,

I don't know if
I wish I could

I'n not really a good executive's

wife; I can't get close to people; I can't make a good
impression, entertain# • • •w
In the fourth interview she describes a situation
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where she woke up utterly rigid, terrified, at five o'clock
and cried till eix-thirty:
fron it.

• . I was completely shaken

I etill panic at tho picture of a cnake.

control it, but I on terribly frightened.
counting annoys the devil out of tnc.

I can

The blasted

I've left this office

counting steps end fitting ciy steps into the counting. . •
In the fifth interview:
husband this morning, • .

"... I had a fight with my
i'he continues with a dis

cussion of their relationship, which is very gloomy, and
later in the hour she aaya, "... I feel like I'n right in
the middle of something. . • •"

£«ar the end of the hour

she says, "... I feel like I am in a chemistry lab throw
ing things together and I don't know vhet I'n doing, so I
don't know how. . •
In the sixth interview che says she feels fine and
from this interview on she has no r.ore depressed feelings,
chronic depression.
thing. • •

Ehe says, **• • • I feel ready for any

fhe demonstrates a good deal of hostility in

not receiving advice.

She rays,

. If I had studied

psychology for seven years, I would probably know how to go
at a problca. . .

And rhe says, "# • • I*n wsctinr both

our tiroes by going over things I've already discussed. • . .
And further, "... People aren't studying for seven years so

that people can go tell n friend. * * •*
don't know how t o grapple with I t . . • •*

She cays,

. . . I
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The seventh interview, she opened the hour by npolonitinp for netting ancry in the last hour, She talks freely
fnr the first time about her various fears* her terrors, end
then at the end of the hour she said, "This ic> the first
ti^je I've felt answers instead of thought answers,*

Then she

laughed and she said, "It feels eo rood,* ihe said, "There
are son© things you don't reach logically, • , ,*
again,

» , fice,

it feela good, too,

Lauphed

I don't suppose it's

a new experience, but it's the first tine I've had it for m
lone tine, • • •*
She talks about her family now in ^ore realistic
terns, not in cuch stereotyped terra.
In the eirhth interview, she reported that she had rot
a Job, she was happy, enjoying feeling rood, hasn't been
depressed for a long while, is more affectionate vith her
husband, and having a lot more fun around the house,

fhe r.o

longer heads straight for the television vith a pillow and a
blanket to cover her up,
av/aro of everything. • *

Che eays, *, , , I an very ouch
-he says, *• , , I ret a good

clean mad on—it's no longer the whining neurotic kind, , , •
I can see so aany things better now, • « « I fought fxowinc
up, , « •*
In the ninth interview, she says, ", , , Cessation of
depression is probably the most drastic step I'll take, , , •
Che caye, % , • I haven't rot real depressed for cone tine,"
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Laughs, "* • * It's a *.?ondcrful thing*

There arc lots or

things I still do—I still count, but it doesn't bother ne
as nrneh.

I've lost hiding behind the television and the

blanket*

I've lost conpulsive eating*

a considerable degree* • • •**

I'^ less apathetic to

Che still reports little or no

improvement in her sex life and an unfortunate tendency to
procrastinate*

She says, ** • • how that I've lost the

depression, I've cocio to another icipasee* 1 don't know vhat
to tell you.* * .*

Laughs•

"Lverything is going so veil*"

She cays she now feels aore a distaste than a fear towards
sex.

fhe cays, "* * # I fall asleep easily* • •

She euye,

*• * .It's ore of those things that the harder you try, the
less vou're doing lt* w (I111) (italics nine)

Che now evalu

ated her husband realistically, instead of in terns of a
stereotype*
about hia*

fhe cays,

• • I'm no longer euro how I feel

I think I love him, but I ha no longer cure*

I

eometises feci a great ruch of affection* * • Everything
ccrcco In great surges* * * •"

fhe cays, "* * • I'n afraid I

* . * I'd afraid to find out how I really feel because I'm
afraid I nay not like it. • * •"
In the tenth interview, she is menstruating easily for
the first tine in three months,
eex freely*

fhe is new able to speak of

Before, it va® with difficulty and only intel

lectually, cis though she were "acting in a play and not
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really involved,** She now rays that as she's tellin,* no thic
eho'c feeling it. She cays her eyes have been bothering her
and che's had headaches for the past week and a half.
In the eleventh interview, sho cays,
been depressed for a month now, • • #**

r,

, » I havon* t

She cayo, **, • • then

I come in to rce you, a lot of hostility la relieved Just by
getting it off lay chest, Cone problcna appear to be clearing
up; others regain; and new ones are developing# • # •"
In the twelfth interview, cho talks about the dis*»
interest of her marriage. She cays that she's afraid marriage
means "housewife's neurasthenia."

Che cays, "• # • It's a

good thing I'n in hare (in therapy); otherwise, I would have
ended up a hospital ca3e or with clashed wrists,
do such better#

Now I feel

I am less compulsive, * • #"

In the thirteenth intervievr, still crossing eyes,
still cex problems,

. . I am at an impasse

for three weeks# I don't know what to do,
to get at it,

and

have been

I don't know how

I've said this before—I felt stumped then,

I don't frol the wild, furious helplessness I've felt before,
but I don't think I would with any problem. This has been
going on for three or four months now#
do.

I don't know what to

I can't get ahold of it to do anything with it#

I don't

want to Just cit here and look at you, yet I Just don't know
what to do with it." her voice trembles through all this#
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"I'n becoming sore and nore emotionally frigid,"

Che cays,

"This night bo defenses building up as I get closer to the
solution,"

fhe laughs and she says, "I still don*t know what

to do v;ith it. I stopped just a fcv minutes ago, not because
I was frightcried, but because I vac afraid I was going to cry.
It was a conscious step, I probably should have rone on and
left v.'ell enough clone. The silences don't help because I
don't think.

The problem is, where do I go fron here*"

Fourteenth interviews

"The point ie, what do I do*

:;ow to get rid of conditioning*

Ifra sort of stumped.

There's no point in ny waiting for you, is there*n
"I should have learned that by now*

Laughs,

I just have nothing on

it, I could just cit here for an hour; that wouldn't solve
anything, either, I feel guilty about it as far as ny hus
band in concerned, too. It piles up that way. It's
difficult to talk about, oven to you, Inpossible, to him.
The reaction is there before I have time to think, I feel a
general pressure about everything. I can't remenber vi;en
I've been completely r inged. I want to be free—er-btionally
free, &s well as intellectually.
I could get at the d&nn thing.

If there was only sonc way

Usually, the intellectual

conec first, then the motional follows; this time, I don't
know. I usually go out of here thinking. Three or four
days later It begins to come through.

It makes r.e feci no

longer stumped, no longer up against a blank wall. If you

1/jO
car. help ne directly, pleac© do...

And here she weep©

uncontrollably for -sorae tine. "• • • If you can't help ne,
no one can. I feel like I can't do it, 1 wouldn't hare
faith in anyone else. I feel like a six-year-old girl ask
ing her father for help, I don't know what to do. • ,
b'ecps hysterically, sobbing, *• • . Jeea, I don't know what
to do. 1 don't want to slack off ny responsibility on you,
but 1 don't know what to do, I can't do anything. Is
there anything you can do except sitting there being nice'*
I wish there was sonething you could do, I hate to learn it
like this. It's Impossible, end there's nothing I can do
about it. I also feel that it will soon be eight o'clock
and you'll chase me out of here. I could be bleeding to
death and you would chase me out at eight o'clock. I an so
afraid it will turn out wrong, I'd rather be dead than
insane or frigid.

Of the two, frigidity is worse—like find

ing out you've got cancer and can't live, I'M only going
through this place once and if I can't go through the way I
want to, I don't want to go through it. J!aybe I'm much nore
afraid of dying than set# that night solve it. • •
At the close of this interview, then, the fourteenth
interview, is a very clear statement of her position and a
definite suicide Imrulse. This proved to be a turning-point
in therapy and in the next hour she was quite a changed per
son; "... I

flnc*

1 hatcd you for makln£ ce 8tand on

1U
m y own feet.

I don't givd up easily. The next day I was

still in a turmoil.

Then everything was suddenly all right#

I feel different. The oddest combination of ffeline elated
and calm at the same tine,
new person*

I'n Btill ne, but I feci like a

I'm going to have my eyes checked, • • •" {here

is a realistic approach to a problem eho had been discussing
as a cocipulEion and worrying about it for cone three or four
months,}

"Right now, at least temporarily, I feel so rood

about everything, I can't worry very much. It feels so good.
It feels different than before. The only thing I'm afraid of
is that it might be a retreat or another defense mechanism,
I feel free, whole, a human being.

There are etill things I

don't like about myself, but they are things I can change.
They aren't in ny entrails,

I'm goiog to do instead af

thinkThen she laughs. The says her watch has been
broken for a year and she's taken it down to hove it fixed.
"I'm bored because of nothing to do, no real activity. I'll
plan things to do.
things, a new life.

The primary things are planning new
I feel more nature, more capable, whole.

The old things still remain, but they're in the minority. I
was in fifty different parts,

I couldn't pull then together.

Now, I feel as though I have one personality.
many things.

This used to worry me.

I want to do so

Now it no longer does.

It's a marvelous feeling, one I've never had before. . «

Ifc2
Thon she cays that ehe still f^els eelf-punltive and
what she's punishing herself for eh© doesn't know,

She cays

ehe feels guilty about not believing In Cod; she's wondering
if that's the basis for her masochism J she can't think of
anything elce *h* could feel so guilty about, unless, perhaps,
It's tied up with the sex problem.

Che says, "I guess the

difference is that now I feci constructive about the whole
thing.

I'm not earing down the old.

I'm building the new....*

Then ehe cays, *. . . I doubt if at this point I could do any
more in here.
er.lng out.

I feel that things are going to start straight*

It was a long way up there, but when It broke, it

broke like that.
recovery.

Something like an operation with a long slow

I aort of hate to give this up.

sympathy would have broken the whole thing.
leary of i t because i t cane so suddenly.

Ono accent of
I'm kind of

Frca vhat I've

read, things don't usually end this soon. !Taybe I'm stopping
out on my own too coon, but If I am, I con come back."
how, this was the last of this series of interviews.
A very realistic appraisal here of the way she ic feeling*

that it has its good points, and they're better than che ever
expected; but also the appreciation that there are aspects
that remain areas of difficulty, that there is no Utopia,
and that if she does need to return, che can.
tic appraisal, on the whole.

A very realis

In fact, It seems rather

1ZJ
redundant to paraphrase what ohe herself has expressed so
veil*

This care, which we have examined in sane detail with

verbatim material fron the interviews, eecrre to be typical cf
the "success* cases, the ups and downs, the feelings of
despondency and the feelings of elation#

3ut a gradual and

rather <piick approach to a feeling of wholeness, ornsnlssiic
one—nose, a functioning as a unit and & functioning spon
taneously#

That dynamics may bring a change in this aware-

noes is, of course, not surprising#

Indeed, it is part of

the postulate that personality ie dynamic, changing, fluc
tuating— and therapy is only one aspect of a continuing
phenomenal existence#

The individual utilises therapy as

only one fabric of his experience, and attaining a statement
of the nature of that made in this last interview Is no
guarantee of any future conceptualisation or lack of con
ceptualization. Therapy fcust be seen then as merely a part
of the total fluid environment ac it relates to the perceptual
self#
One of the difficulties of research studies of this
kind is the lack of follow-up#

This if a difficulty for

vd ich as yet no one has develop<-d a methodology for attaching#
A fitting close nlrht be case number eleven, as
described above:
He asks, "Hov can I judge success or failure in

1U
therapy?

Ilow do I know when therapy Is finished?*

After

pcese discuesion on this point, he said, *1 pucss therapy lo
over when I know it's over," U) After which there vac a
Ions silence. Then he said, *1 don't knov: how to express it
in words, but a chanpe has occurred. I look at things dif
ferently.

It*s hard t o explain. I t doesn't scan a s hard D B

It used to seen, exposing myself and everything* ?he rela
tionship with Alex has chnnped. There is no longer a cloak
of fear.

I'm able to enjoy everything that I do. Just that

one thinp: is really preat. It nakes rae feel really pood
3bout it.

And there's- another thin^i

I don't want to fo

back to noricthlnn that's been already, as X used to. I want
to find out that causes this, but I no longer want to no
back, I feel I can be happier a3 an adult,"
And, vith this eo-difflcultly-arrived-at formulation,
literally wrested from hir very viscera, ve feel this paper
can be closed. Su-ely no verbal rynnaetics could express It
so well, or so simply, as tbls direct, heartfelt statement
from a client who has cone to rrips with hie ovn motional
rhosts and shadows.
The end of nan is to be a nan.

CHAPTER VI
fUl-riARY
This paper, then, is based u-on a research project
the theoretical ramification? of which rest primarily upon
the spirit of the early Taoistr an t the later fen Juddhictc^
and, secondarily, or perhaps "primarily" and "secondarily"
arc not really descriptive of the analparstion-—rather,
"also" would be a better tern, upon the femulations of
Carl Hererr and his school of client-centered therapy.
In all, fifteen clients were participants in this
proprrn*
Ta'pe-reeordinps vere kept of nary of the interviews,
and as near-verbatim notes as possible vere kept of those
which it was not possible to tape*
The therapist's feelinpe and hypotheses were con
stantly subjected to reality-testins by freruent eu-ervlsory
intervievs, durinp vhich his mm fcelinrs and problems vere
explored in a fashion identical with the premises from vhlch
the research study arose*
Based uoon the criteria of the cessation of the dif
ficulties which brought the client into thcrary, and the
admittedly subjective evaluation of the client ir, terras of
improved reality-tertinr, 7*st> relations Kith others,
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attitude toward self and others, "optimism," and incrcaeed
energy or vigor, about seventy per cent of the cases would
be termed "successful."
The difficulties of defining success in therapy have
been discussed, and this is an admitted weakness of the
study. To date, however, this has been an insoluble problem;
and the premise of the paper, of course, is that to loolc for
on end, or a goal, in therapy is a conflict in terms.

The

"goat* is the no-goal of eclf-acceptance, or acceptance of
the present, or status puo.

Vhcn this occure, however,

psychological problems (which arc presumably what brought
the client into therapy) vanish, and therapy nay be termed
a "success •"
And finally, the experience of therapy was presented
in terns of the client's own verbalization.
This research study .would seem to justify exploring
further the basic premise upon which it was based:

That

client-centered therapy rises naturally troa the philosophical
premises of Taoism and Ten, and that when the therapist recto
his approach on Ten principles, the difficulties of conducting therapy resolve themselves in such a way that the therapy
moves satisfactorily*
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